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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a construct of
the generic type defined in the preamble of claim 1 re-
flecting the state of the art disclosed e.g. in WO
03/043474 A1, which construct is intended for heating,
browning and/or crisping food items and, more specifi-
cally, relates to containers for heating, browning and/or
crisping food items in microwave ovens. Moreover, the
present invention relates to a method of making such
constructs of the generic type as defined in the preamble
of claim 14 reflecting the state of the art disclosed e.g. in
WO 03/043474 A1.
[0002] Microwave ovens have become a principle form
of heating food in a rapid and effective manner. A variety
of containers for heating, browning and/or crisping food
items in microwave ovens are know. For example, in a
conventional manufacturing process, a microwave inter-
active web is positioned over a flat paperboard blank and
laminated to the blank, and then the blank with the at-
tached microwave interactive web is erected into a pack-
age. Such packages have been successfully commer-
cialized. Nonetheless, there is a continuing need for con-
tainers that provide a new balance of properties and for
improved methods of foaming such containers.
[0003] The above-mentioned WO 03/043474 A1 dis-
closes assembling two partial containers with an approx.
7 Pm thick layer of aluminum foil between them to form
a microwaveable dish. One of the partial containers may
be used as male die in order to deform the aluminum foil.
After assembling thereof, the two partial containers are
secured to one another at their rimes (preferably with an
air gap between them).
[0004] WO 03/078012 A1 discloses a container having
a rim or other feature encapsulated by or formed from
injection-molded material. The container may comprise
pleated corner structures. In some embodiments, there
may be provided a microwave interactive material lining
such as a susceptor layer as part of a laminate material
from which the container is formed.
[0005] The present invention aims at improving the mi-
crowave interactive properties of constructs of the ge-
neric type.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF SOME ASPECTS OF THE IN-
VENTION

[0006] The object set out above is achieved by a con-
struct as defined in claim 1 and by a method of making
a construct as defined in claim 14, respectively.
[0007] One aspect of the present invention is the pro-
vision of a container that includes a microwave interactive
web at least partially overlying and joined to a three-di-
mensional support, wherein the three-dimensional sup-
port may be formed prior to having the microwave inter-
active web mounted thereto. The three-dimensional sup-

port may be a preformed container that is sufficiently rigid
and dimensionally stable for use in containing food. Ac-
cordingly and in accordance with one aspect of the
present invention, the microwave interactive web is
mounted to the preformed container so that the pre-
formed container with the microwave interactive web can
be used to contain a food item being heated in a micro-
wave oven. The microwave energy interactive web typ-
ically includes a microwave interactive material, for ex-
ample a metal, supported on a substrate, typically a pol-
ymer film. The microwave interactive material includes
one or more features that interact with microwave energy
to enhance or reduce the effects of the microwave energy
on the food. For example, the feature may shield the food
item, direct microwave energy to particular areas of the
food item, and/or promote browning and/or crisping of
the surface of the food item.
[0008] According to one aspect of the present inven-
tion, the preformed container may be formed of polymeric
material and/or paperboard, or the like. More specifically,
the preformed container can be a polymeric tray or bowl
formed by injection molding or vacuum forming (e.g., vac-
uum thermal-forming), or a tray or bowl that includes pa-
perboard panels (e.g., walls) that are held together by an
injection-molded frame. In one particular example, the
container may consist essentially of polymeric material,
or even more specifically it may consist solely of poly-
meric material. Other types of preformed containers are
also within the scope of the present invention.
[0009] In accordance with one aspect of the present
invention, a construct includes a three-dimensional sup-
port (e.g., container) and a microwave interactive web
mounted to the container, with the web including a plu-
rality of pleats. The pleats may be positioned in and ex-
tend along an interior corner of the container. The interior
corner of the container may be at least partially defined
by a substantially smooth surface of the container, with
the pleats extend across the substantially smooth sur-
face.
[0010] The container may include a base and a plural-
ity of side walls. The side walls may extend upwardly
from the base and at least partially around a cavity of the
container. The web may be positioned in the cavity so
that it at least partially covers the base and/or at least
one of the side walls. More specifically, the microwave
interactive material of the web may at least partially cover
the base and/or one or more of the side walls. The mi-
crowave interactive material of the web may extend at
least partially around, or substantially all the way around,
the cavity of the container. The web may include a pe-
ripheral edge that comprises a bead, and the bead may
extend substantially all the way around the cavity of the
container.
[0011] The container may include a plurality of com-
partments, with the web being in a first of the compart-
ments. There may be a second microwave interactive
web mounted in a second compartment of the container.
The first and second webs may be distinct from one an-
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other.
[0012] One aspect of the present invention relates to
a method of making a construct that includes microwave
interactive material. The method may include providing
a preformed container, and then mounting a microwave
interactive web to the preformed container. In accord-
ance with one aspect, the mounting of the web to the
preformed container comprises mounting the web within
the cavity of the preformed container.
[0013] The method may include cutting the web with
a laser. This cutting may occur after the mounting of the
web within the cavity of the container. In accordance with
one aspect, the cutting of the web with the laser compris-
es directing a laser beam through an opening of the con-
tainer.
[0014] In accordance with one aspect of the present
invention, a method of making a container includes
reconfiguring a microwave interactive web and mounting
the web to a three-dimensional support (e.g., a preformed
container) while the web extends at least partially around
and at least partially defines a cavity. The reconfiguring
of the web may include forming pleats in the web.
[0015] The method may further include heating at least
a flap-like edge portion of the web to transform the flap-
like edge portion of the web into a bead. This heating
typically occurs after the mounting and prior to placing
food in the container.
[0016] Other aspects and advantages of the present
invention will become apparent from the following.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] Having described some aspects of the inven-
tion in general terms, reference will now be made to the
accompanying drawings that illustrate exemplary em-
bodiments of the present invention and are not neces-
sarily drawn to scale.

Fig. 1 is a schematic plan view of a piece of a com-
posite web that includes a series of microwave in-
teractive webs that can be cut from the composite
web and be respectively mounted to structures such
as, but not limited to, preformed containers, in ac-
cordance with exemplary embodiments of the
present invention.
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of an example of a mi-
crowave interactive web of the composite web of Fig.
1.
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of a conventional, poly-
meric, preformed container to which the microwave
interactive web of Fig. 2 can be mounted, in accord-
ance with a first exemplary embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 4 is a schematic, perspective view of a compos-
ite container, namely a microwave interactive web
mounted to the preformed container of Fig. 3, in ac-
cordance with a first version of the first exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 5 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a portion
of the composite container of Fig. 4, with the cross-
section taken along line 5-5 of Fig. 4, and only the
cross-sectiori being shown.
Fig. 6 is a schematic, generally horizontal cross-sec-
tional view taken substantially along line 6-6 of Fig.
4, for illustrating pleats of the microwave interactive
web, and only the cross-section is shown.
Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view like that of Fig 5,
except that Fig. 7 is a cross section of a different
composite container, namely a composite container
that is like the tray of Fig. 4 except for including an
additional layer of microwave interactive material, in
accordance with a second version of the first exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a composite container,
namely a microwave interactive web mounted to the
preformed container of Fig. 3, in accordance with a
third version of the first exemplary embodiment of
the present invention.
Fig. 9 is a perspective view of a composite container,
namely a microwave interactive web mounted to the
preformed container of Fig. 3, in accordance with a
fourth version of the first exemplary embodiment of
the present invention.
Fig. 10 is a schematic, generally top plan view of
portions of a manufacturing system for combining a
microwave interactive web to a preformed container
to create a composite container, in accordance with
the first exemplary embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
Fig. 11 is a schematic, side elevation view of an in-
stalling apparatus of the manufacturing system of
Fig. 10, with a receptacle of a turntable of the man-
ufacturing system being positioned below the install-
ing apparatus, and a forming tool and die plate of
the installing apparatus being in a retracted config-
uration.
Fig. 12 is like Fig. 11, except that reels and associ-
ated rolls of material are not shown, and the die plate
is in an extended configuration.
Fig. 13 is like Fig. 12, except that the forming tool is
also in an extended configuration.
Fig. 14 is a schematic, isolated, perspective view of
the microwave interactive web of the composite con-
tainer of Fig. 4 in a substantially flat configuration.
Fig. 14 is illustrative of how this microwave interac-
tive web would appear, in isolation, while in the in-
stalling apparatus with the installing apparatus being
in the configuration shown in Fig. 12.
Fig. 15 is a schematic, isolated, top perspective view
of an anvil of the installing apparatus of Fig. 10.
Fig. 16 is a schematic, isolated, bottom perspective
view of a die plate of the installing apparatus of Fig.
10.
Fig. 17 is a top perspective view of the anvil of Fig.
15 and the die plate of Fig. 16 mated with one another
while the die plate is in the extended configuration
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shown in Figs. 12 and 13.
Fig. 18 schematically illustrates a computerized nu-
merical control laser cutting machine cutting the
composite web and remnants of the composite web
from the microwave interactive web that has already
been mounted to a preformed container that is in a
representative receptacle of the turntable, with only
a vertical cross-section of some of the features being
shown.
Fig. 19 is a schematic perspective view of a mounting
apparatus of the installing apparatus of Figs. 10-13,
with the forming tool of the mounting apparatus in its
retracted configuration and positioned above a rep-
resentative one of the turntable’s receptacles.
Fig. 20 is a schematic perspective view of a portion
of the mounting apparatus, showing the forming tool
in greater detail.
Fig. 21 is a schematic perspective view of a portion
of the forming tool positioned above the represent-
ative receptacle.
Fig. 22 is a schematic perspective view of a portion
of the mounting apparatus showing the forming tool
in its extended configuration, in which it extends into
the representative receptacle.
Fig. 23 is a schematic cross-sectional view showing
how the forming tool and the representative recep-
tacle can be shaped, with the cross-section being
taken vertically through the center of the forming tool
and the representative receptacle, and only the
cross-section being shown.
Fig. 24 is a schematic, vertical cross-sectional view
of a portion of a composite container, showing how
a peripheral edge of the microwave interactive web
of the composite container may be a flap-like feature
that is not adhered to the preformed container.
Fig. 25 is like Fig. 24, except that the flap-like feature
has been transformed into a bead, such as through
a post-treatment heating process.
Fig. 26 is a schematic, top plan view of a multi-com-
partment composite container in accordance with a
version of a second embodiment of the present in-
vention.
Fig. 27 is a schematic, isolated top plan view of a
microwave interactive web in a flat configuration,
wherein this microwave interactive web replaces one
of the microwave interactive webs shown in Fig. 26.
Fig. 28 is a schematic, isolated top plan view of a
microwave interactive web in a flat configuration,
wherein this microwave interactive web replaces one
of the microwave interactive webs shown in Fig. 26.
Fig. 29 is a schematic, partially cross-sectional view
of a forming tool associated with a vacuum pump.
Fig. 30 is like Fig. 29, except that a microwave inter-
active web is shown drawn to the face of the forming
tool, so that the microwave interactive web is con-
formed to the shape of the face of the forming tool
to create a three-dimensional microwave interactive
structure.

Fig. 31 is a schematic, isolated perspective view of
the three-dimensional microwave interactive struc-
ture of Fig. 30.
Fig. 32 is like Fig. 30, except that the three-dimen-
sional microwave interactive structure drawn to the
face of the forming tool includes holes.
Fig. 33 is like Fig. 32, except that it further illustrates
a polymer sheet that is schematically shown as being
drawn toward the three-dimensional microwave in-
teractive structure.
Fig. 34 is like Fig. 33, except for showing that the
polymer sheet has been joined to the three-dimen-
sional microwave interactive structure to create a
composite container.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0018] Referring now in greater detail to the drawings,
in which like numerals refer to like parts throughout the
several views, Fig. 1 is a schematic plan view of a piece
of a composite web 98 that includes a series of micro-
wave energy interactive webs 100 (or simply "microwave
interactive webs") that can be cut from the composite
web 98 and be respectively mounted to supports, in ac-
cordance with exemplary embodiments of the present
invention. Fig. 2 is a perspective view of an acceptable
example of a microwave interactive web 100 of the com-
posite web 98 of Fig. 1. The microwave interaction inter-
active web 100 of Fig. 2 can be representative of each
of the microwave interactive webs 100 of the composite
web 98. As shown in Fig. 2, the microwave interactive
web 100 is substantially flat.
[0019] Referring to Fig. 2 in greater detail and in ac-
cordance with one example of a first exemplary embod-
iment of the present invention, the microwave interactive
web 100 can be mounted to a conventional preformed
container 150 (Fig. 3). The microwave interactive web
100 shown in Fig. 2 includes a first microwave interactive
element 102 comprising a metal foil band including some-
what rounded corners 104 and obround apertures 106
in a spaced apart configuration. In accordance with the
first embodiment, as used herein, the term "obround" re-
fers to a shape substantially consisting of two semicircles
connected by parallel lines tangent to their endpoints.
The microwave interactive web 100 also includes a sec-
ond microwave interactive element 108 comprising mi-
crowave interactive foil segments 110 arranged in clus-
ters in a lattice-like configuration. Only a few of the foil
segments 110 are identified by their reference numeral
in Fig. 2. The first microwave interactive element 102 is
spaced from and forms a border around the second mi-
crowave interactive element 108. The first microwave in-
teractive element 102 and the second microwave inter-
active element 108 are supported on a polymer film sub-
strate 112. Referring back to Fig. 1, the polymer film sub-
strate 112 extends between the opposite ends of the
composite web 98.
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[0020] Although a particular microwave interactive
web 100 with first and second microwave interactive el-
ements 102, 108 is shown and described with reference
to Figs. 1 and 2, each of the exemplary embodiments of
the present invention can incorporate a wide variety of
microwave interactive webs (e.g., the microwave inter-
active web 100 of Fig. 2) that include features that alter
the effect of microwave energy during heating or cooking
of a food item. For example, the microwave interactive
webs of the exemplary embodiments may be formed at
least partially from one or more microwave energy inter-
active elements (hereinafter referred to as "microwave
interactive elements") (e.g., see the microwave interac-
tive elements 102, 108 of Fig. 2) that promote browning
and/or crisping of a particular area of the food item, shield
a particular area of the food item from microwave energy
to prevent overcooking thereof, or transmit microwave
energy towards or away from a particular area of the food
item. Each microwave interactive element comprises one
or more microwave energy interactive materials or seg-
ments arranged in a particular configuration to absorb
microwave energy, transmit microwave energy, reflect
microwave energy, or direct microwave energy, as need-
ed or desired for a particular microwave heating container
and food item. The microwave interactive element may
be supported on a microwave inactive or transparent sub-
strate (e.g., see the polymer film substrate 112 of Figs.
1 and 2) for ease of handling and/or to prevent contact
between the microwave interactive material and the food
item. As a matter of convenience and not limitation, and
although it is understood that a microwave interactive
element supported on a microwave transparent sub-
strate includes both microwave interactive and micro-
wave inactive elements or components, such constructs
are referred to herein as "microwave interactive webs".
[0021] The microwave energy interactive material may
be an electroconductive or semiconductive material, for
example, a metal or a metal alloy provided as a metal
foil; a vacuum deposited metal or metal alloy; or a metallic
ink, an organic ink, an inorganic ink, a metallic paste, an
organic paste, an inorganic paste, or any combination
thereof. Examples of metals and metal alloys that may
be suitable for use with the present invention include, but
are not limited to, aluminum, chromium, copper, inconel
alloys (nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloy with nio-
bium), iron, magnesium, nickel, stainless steel, tin, tita-
nium, tungsten, and any combination or alloy thereof.
[0022] Alternatively, the microwave energy interactive
material may comprise a metal oxide. Examples of metal
oxides that may be suitable for use with the present in-
vention include, but are not limited to, oxides of alumi-
num, iron, and tin, used in conjunction with an electrically
conductive material where needed. Another example of
a metal oxide that may be suitable for use with the present
invention is indium tin oxide (ITO). ITO can be used as
a microwave energy interactive material to provide a
heating effect, a shielding effect, a browning and/or crisp-
ing effect, or a combination thereof. For example, to form

a susceptor, ITO may be sputtered onto a clear polymer
film. The sputtering process typically occurs at a lower
temperature than the evaporative deposition process
used for metal deposition. ITO has a more uniform crystal
structure and, therefore, is clear at most coating thick-
nesses. Additionally, ITO can be used for either heating
or field management effects. ITO also may have fewer
defects than metals, thereby making thick coatings of
ITO more suitable for field management than thick coat-
ings of metals, such as aluminum.
[0023] Alternatively, the microwave energy interactive
material may comprise a suitable electroconductive,
semiconductive, or non-conductive artificial dielectric or
ferroelectric. Artificial dielectrics comprise conductive,
subdivided material in a polymeric or other suitable matrix
or binder, and may include flakes of an electroconductive
metal, for example, aluminum.
[0024] In one example, the microwave interactive ele-
ment may comprise a thin layer of microwave interactive
material that tends to absorb microwave energy, thereby
generating heat at the interface with a food item. Such
elements often are used to promote browning and/or
crisping of the surface of a food item (sometimes referred
to as a "browning and/or crisping element"). When sup-
ported on a film or other substrate, such an element may
be referred to as a "susceptor" or "susceptor film".
[0025] As another example, the microwave interactive
element may comprise a foil having a thickness sufficient
to shield one or more selected portions of the food item
from microwave energy (sometimes refereed to as a
"shielding element"). Such shielding elements may be
used where the food item is prone to scorching or drying
out during heating.
[0026] The shielding element may be formed from var-
ious materials and may have various configurations, de-
pending on the particular application for which the shield-
ing element is used. Typically, the shielding element is
formed from a conductive, reflective metal or metal alloy,
for example, aluminum, copper, or stainless steel. The
shielding element generally may have a thickness of from
about 7.239 Pm (0,000285 inches) to about 1.27 mm
(0.05 inches).In one aspect, the shielding element has a
thickness of from about 7.62 Pm (0,0003 inches) to about
0.762 mm (0.03 inches). In another aspect, the shielding
element has a thickness of from about 8.89 Pm (0.00035
inches) to about 0.508 mm (0.020 inches), for example
0.4064 mm (0.016 inches).
[0027] As still another example, the microwave inter-
active element may comprise a segmented fail, such as,
but not limited to, those described in U.S. Patent Nos.
6,204,492. 6,433,322, f,552,3I5, and 6,677,563. Al-
though segmented foils are not continuous, appropriately
spaced groupings of such segments often act as a trans-
mitting element to direct microwave energy to specific
areas of the food item. Such foils also may be used in
combination with browning and/or crisping elements, for
example, susceptors.
[0028] Any of the numerous microwave interactive el-
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ements described herein or contemplated hereby may
be substantially continuous, that is, without substantial
breaks or interruptions, or may be discontinuous, for ex-
ample, by including one or more breaks or apertures that
transmit microwave energy therethrough. The breaks or
apertures may be sized and positioned to heat particular
areas of the food item selectively. The number, shape,
size, and positioning of such breaks or apertures may
vary for a particular application depending on type of con-
tainer being formed, the food item to be heated therein
or thereon, the desired degree of shielding, browning,
and/or crisping, whether direct exposure to microwave
energy is needed or desired to attain uniform heating of
the food item, the need for regulating the change in tem-
perature of the food item through direct heating, and
whether and to what extent there is a need for venting.
[0029] The aperture may be a physical aperture or void
in the material used to form the container, or may be a
non-physical "aperture". A non-physical aperture may be
a portion of the container that is microwave energy inac-
tive by deactivation, removal, or otherwise, or one that
is otherwise transparent to microwave energy. Thus, for
example, where a microwave energy interactive material
is used to form at least a portion of the container, the
aperture may be a portion of the container formed without
a microwave energy active material or, alternatively, may
be a portion of the container formed with a microwave
energy active material that has been deactivated or re-
moved. While both physical and non-physical apertures
allow the food item to be heated directly by the microwave
energy, a physical aperture may also provide a venting
function to allow steam or other vapors to escape from
the interior of the container.
[0030] As stated above, any of the above elements
and numerous others contemplated hereby may be sup-
ported on a substrate, The substrate typically comprises
an electrical insulator, for example, a polymer film. The
thickness of the film may typically be from about 8.89 Pm
(35 gauge) to about 254 Pm (10 mil). In one aspect, the
thickness of the film is from about 10.16 Pm (40 gauge)
to about 20.32 Pm (80 gauge). In another aspect, the
thickness of the film is from about 11.43 to about 12.7
Pm (45 to about 50 gauge). In still another aspect, the
thickness of the film is about 12.192 Pm (48 gauge). Ex-
amples of polymer films that may be suitable include, but
are not limited to, polyolefins, polyesters, polyamides,
polyimides, polysulfones, polyether ketones, cello-
phanes, or any combination thereof. Other non conduct-
ing substrate materials such as paper and paper lami-
nates, metal oxides, silicates, cellulosics, or any combi-
nation thereof, also may be used.
[0031] In one aspect, the polymer film may comprise
polyethylene terephthalate. Examples of polyethylene
terephthalate films that may be suitable for use as the
substrate include, but are not limited to, MELINEX®, com-
mercially available from DuPont Teijan Films (Hopewell,
Virginia), and SKYROL, commercially available from
SKC, Inc. (Covington, Georgia). Polyethylene terephtha-

late films arc used in commercially available susceptors,
for example, the QWIKWAVE® Focus susceptor and the
MICRORITE® susceptor, both available from Graphic
Packaging International, Inc. (Marietta, Georgie).
[0032] In another aspect, the polymer film may be se-
lected to provide a water barrier, oxygen barrier, or a
combination thereof. Such barrier film layers may be
formed from a polymer film having barrier properties or
from any other barrier layer or coating as desired. Suit-
able polymer films may include, but are not limited to,
ethylene vinyl alcohol, barrier nylon, polyvinylidene chlo-
ride, barrier fluoropolymer, nylon 6, nylon 6,6, coextruded
nylon 6/BVOH/nylon 6, silicon oxide coated film, or any
combination thereof. One example of a barrier film that
may be suitable for use with the present invention is
CAPRAN® EMBLEM 1200M nylon 6, commercially
available from Honeywell International (Pottsville, Penn-
sylvania). Another example of a barrier film that may be
suitable is CAPRAN® OXYSHIELD OBS monoaxially
oriented coextruded nylon 6/ethylene vinyl alcohol
(EVOH)/nylon 6, also commercially available from Hon-
eywell International. Yet another example of a barrier film
that may be suitable for use with the present invention is
DARTEK® N-201 nylon 6,6, commercially available from
Enhance Packaging Technologies (Webster, New York).
[0033] Still other barrier films include silicon oxide coat-
ed films, such as those available from Sheldahl Films
(Northfield, Minnesota). Thus, in one example, a suscep-
tor may have a structure including a film, for example,
polyethylene terephthalate, with a layer of silicon oxide
coated onto the film, and ITO or other material deposited
over the silicon oxide. If needed or desired, additional,
layers or coatings may be provided to shield the individual
layers from damage during processing.
[0034] The barrier film may have an oxygen transmis-
sion rate (OTR) as measured using ASTM D3985 of less
than about 20 cm3/m2/day. In one aspect, the barrier film
has an OTR of less than about 10 cm3/m2/day. In another
aspect, the barrier film has an OTR of less than about 1
cm3/m2/day. In still another aspect, the barrier film has
an OTR of less than about 0.5cm3/m2/day. In yet another
aspect, the barrier film has an OTR of less than about
0.1 cm3/m2/day.
[0035] The barrier film may have a water vapor trans-
mission rate (WVTR) as measuring using ASTM F1249
of less than about 100 g/m2/day. In one aspect, the barrier
film has a WVTR of less than about 50 g/m2/day. In an-
other aspect, the barrier film has a WVTR of less than
about 15 g/m2/day. In yet another aspect, the barrier film
has a WVTR of less than about 1 g/m2/day. In still another
aspect, the barrier film has a WVTR of less than about
0.1 g/m2/day. In a still further aspect, the barrier film has
a WVTR of less than about 0.05 g/m2/day.
[0036] The microwave energy interactive material may
be applied to the substrate (e.g., polymer film substrate
112 of Figs. 1 and 2) in any suitable manner, and in some
instances, the microwave energy interactive material is
printed on, extruded onto, sputtered onto, evaporated
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on, or laminated to the substrate. The microwave energy
interactive material may be applied to the substrate in
any pattern, and using any technique, to achieve the de-
sired heating effect of the food item.
[0037] For example, the microwave energy interactive
material may be provided as a continuous or discontin-
uous layer or coating including circles, loops, hexagons,
islands, squares, rectangles, octagons, and so forth. Ex-
amples of various patterns and methods that may be suit-
able for use with the present invention are provided in
U.S. Patent Nos. 6,765,182; 6,717,121; 6,677,563;
6,552,315; 6,455,827; 6,433,322; 6,414,290; 6,251,451;
6,204,492; 6,150,646; 6,114,679; 5,800,724; 5,759,422;
5,672,407; 5,628,921; 5,519,195; 5,424,517; 5,410,135;
5,354,973; 5,340,436; 5,266,386; 5,260,537; 5221,419;
5,213,902; 5,117,078; 5,039,364; 4,963,424; 4,936,935;
4,890,439; 4,775,771; 4,865,921; and Re. 34,683. Al-
though particular examples of patterns of microwave en-
ergy interactive material are shown and described herein,
it should be understood that other patterns of microwave
energy interactive material are contemplated by the
present invention.
[0038] In the exemplary microwave interactive web
100 schematically shown in Fig. 2, the microwave inter-
active elements 102 and 108 typically have a grey or
silver color and are visually distinguishable from the
transparent, colorless polymer film substrate 112. How-
ever, in some instances, it may be desirable to provide
a microwave interactive web having a uniform color
and/or appearance. Such a microwave interactive web
may be more aesthetically pleasing to a consumer, par-
ticularly when the consumer is accustomed to containers
having certain visual attributes, for example, a solid color,
a particular pattern, and so on. Thus, for example, the
present invention contemplates using a silver or grey
toned adhesive to join the microwave interactive ele-
ments to the substrate, using a silver or grey toned sub-
strate to mask the presence of the silver or grey toned
microwave interactive elements, using a dark toned sub-
strate, for example, a black toned substrate, to conceal
the presence of the silver or grey toned microwave inter-
active elements, overprinting the metallized side of the
microwave interactive web with a silver or grey toned ink
to obscure the color variation, printing the non-metallized
side of the microwave interactive web with a silver or grey
ink or other concealing color in a suitable pattern or as a
solid color layer to mask or conceal the presence of the
microwave interactive elements, or any other suitable
technique or combination thereof.
[0039] In accordance with the exemplary embodi-
ments of the present invention and very generally de-
scribed, the microwave interactive element or microwave
interactive web (e.g., the microwave interactive web 100
of Fig. 2) is mounted to a three-dimensional support (e.g.,
the preformed container 150 of Fig. 3) that is typically
dimensionally stable and microwave energy transparent.
Various materials may be used to form the support (e.g.,
the preformed container 150 of Fig. 3). The support, like

the microwave interactive web, will typically be construct-
ed from materials that are resistant to softening, scorch-
ing, combusting, or degrading at typical microwave oven
heating temperatures, for example, at about 121.11°C
(250°F). These items may also be constructed from ma-
terials that are resistant to softening, scorching, combust-
ing, or degrading at typical conventional oven heating
temperatures, for example, from about 232.22°C (450°F)
to about 287.78°C (550°F). For example, the support may
be formed at least partially from a polymer or polymeric
material. As used herein the term "polymer" or "polymeric
material" includes, but is not limited to, homopolymers.
copolymers, such as for example, block, graft, random,
and alternating copolymers, terpolymers, etc. and blends
and modifications thereof. Furthermore, unless other-
wise specifically limited, the term "polymer" shall include
all possible geometrical configurations of the molecule.
These configurations include, but are not limited to iso-
tactic, syndiotactic, and random symmetries. One poly-
mer that may be suitable for use with the present inven-
tion is polycarbonate. Other examples of polymers that
may be suitable for use with the present invention include,
but are not limited to, polyolefins, e.g. polyethylene, poly-
propylene, polybutylone, and copolymers thereof; poly-
tetrafluoroethylene; polyesters, e.g. polyethylene tereph-
thalate, e.g., coextruded polyethylene terephthalate; vi-
nyl polymers, e.g., polyvinyl chloride, polyvinyl alcohol,
ethylene vinyl alcohol, polyvinylidene chloride, polyvinyl
acetate, polyvinyl chloride acetate, polyvinyl butyral;
acrylic resins, e.g. polyacrylate, polymethylacrylate, and
polymethylmethacrylate; polyamides, e.g., nylon 6,6;
polystyrenes; polyurethanes; cellulosic resins, e.g., cel-
lulosic nitrate, cellulosic acetate, cellulosic acetate bu-
tyrate, ethyl cellulose; copolymers of any of the above
materials; or any blend or combination thereof.
[0040] Alternatively, all or a portion of the support (e.g.,
the preformed container 150 of Fig. 3) may be formed at
least partially from a paper or paperboard material, which
may be cut into a blank prior to use in the container. In
one aspect, the support is formed from paper generally
having a basis weight of from about 6.804 kg to about
27.216 kg/ream (i.e., kg/278.709 m2) (15 to about 60 lbs/
ream (i.e., lbs / 3,000 ft2)), for example, from about 9.072
to about 18.144 kg/ream (20 to about 40 lbs/ream). In
one particular example, the paper has a basis weight of
about 11.34 kg/ream (25 lbs/ream). In another aspect,
the support is formed from paperboard having a basis
weight of from about 27.216 to about 149.685 kg/ream
(60 to about 330 lbs/ream), for example, from about
36.287 to about 63.503 kg/ream (80 to about 140 lbs/
ream). The paperboard generally may have a thickness
of from about 152.4 to about 1.762 (6 to about 30 mils),
for example, from about 304.8 to about 711.2 Pm (12 to
about 28 mils), In one particular example, the paperboard
has a thickness of about 304.8 Pm (12 mils). Any suitable
paperboard may be used, for example, a solid bleached
or solid unbleached sulfate board, such as SUS® board,
commercially available from Graphic Packaging Interna-
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tional, Inc. If needed or desired, one or more portions of
the support may be laminated to or coated with one or
more different or similar sheet-like materials at selected
panels (e.g. walls) or panel sections.
[0041] Optionally, one or more panels (e.g., walls) of
the various blanks, supports, or containers described
herein or contemplated hereby may be coated with var-
nish, clay, or other materials, either alone or in combina-
tion. The coating may then be printed over with product
advertising or other information or images. The blanks,
supports, or containers also may be coated to protect
any information printed thereon.
[0042] Furthermore, the blanks, supports, or contain-
ers may be coated with, for example, a moisture and/or
oxygen barrier layer, on either or both sides, such as
those described above. Any suitable moisture and/or ox-
ygen barrier material may be used in accordance with
the present invention. Examples of materials that may
be suitable include, but are not limited to, polyvinylidene
chloride, ethylene vinyl alcohol, and DuPont DARTEK™
nylon 6,6.
[0043] Alternatively or additionally, any of the blanks,
supports, or containers of the present invention may be
coated or laminated with other materials to impart other
properties, such as absorbency, repellency, opacity,
color, printability, stiffness, or cushioning. For example,
absorbent susceptor are described in U.S. Provisional
Application No. 60/604,637, filed August 25,2004, and
U.S. Patent Application No. 11/211,958, to Middleton, et
al., titled "Absorbent Microwave Interactive Packaging",
filed August 25, 2005.
[0044] Additionally, the blanks, supports, or containers
may include graphics or indicia printed thereon.
[0045] In accordance with several versions of the first
embodiment, the microwave interactive webs are re-
spectively mounted to preformed supports (e.g., three-
dimensional supports) that can more specifically be re-
ferred to as preformed containers, and even more spe-
cifically they can be conventional, polymeric, preformed
containers 150. Fig. 3 is an isolated perspective view of
a conventional, polymeric, preformed container 150 to
which the microwave interactive web of Fig. 2 can be
mounted, in accordance with one version of the first em-
bodiment. As shown in Fig. 3, the preformed container
150 is substantially rectangular in shape (e.g., is tray-
shaped) and includes a food-supporting panel or base
152, upstanding walls 154 and somewhat rounded cor-
ners 156 that together extend around the cavity of the
preformed container, and a flange 158 that protrudes out-
wardly from the upper edges of the walls. The walls 154
and corners 156 extend upwardly / obliquely / outwardly
from the base 152. That is, typically, the outer walls 154
are inclined outwardly so that a series of the preformed
containers 150 can be arranged in a nested stack. How-
ever, the containers (e.g., preformed containers 150) de-
scribed herein or contemplated hereby may have any
shape as desired, for example, a partial sphere or bowl,
polygon, circle, oval, cylinder, prism, sphere, polyhedron,

ellipsoid, or any other regular or irregular shape. As an
additional example, and as will be discussed in greater
detail below, the containers (e.g., preformed containers
150) described herein or contemplated hereby may in-
clude one or more interior walls or dividers that separate
food items or multiple servings of a particular food item.
[0046] One specific example of the preformed contain-
er 150 is a tray that is made from a polyester material,
for example, polyethylene terephthalate, (e.g., one hun-
dred percent polyester material by weight) through the
use of a vacuum thermal-formed process. Nonetheless
and as mentioned above, a wide variety of preformed
containers are within the scope of the present invention.
For example and for each of the examples and/or ver-
sions of the first embodiment of the present invention,
the preformed container 150 constructed substantially
solely of polymeric material can be replaced with a sup-
port comprising a frame that is injection molded onto a
group of panels (e.g., with the panels (e.g., walls) com-
prising paperboard, or the like) to form a container, name-
ly a bowl or tray in which the panels extend at least par-
tially around, and at least partially define, a cavity of the
container.
[0047] In accordance with an exemplary method of the
first embodiment of the present invention, the microwave
interactive webs 100 (Figs. 1 and 2) are cut from the
composite web 98 and respectively mounted to multiple
of the preformed containers 150 in a serial fashion to
create composite containers, as will be discussed in
greater detail below beginning with reference to Fig. 10.
A wide variety of microwave interactive webs, preformed
containers and composite containers are within the
scope of the present invention. Therefore, and for exam-
ple, a few examples of the wide variety of the composite
containers of the first embodiment of the present inven-
tion are discussed in the following with reference to Figs.
4-9.
[0048] Fig. 4 is a schematic, perspective view of a com-
posite container 200 comprising a microwave interactive
web 208 mounted to a preformed three-dimensional sup-
port that is in the form of a container, or more specifically
in the form of the preformed container 150 (also see Fig.
3), in accordance with a first version of the first embodi-
ment of the present invention. More specifically, the mi-
crowave interactive web 208 is at least partially overlying
and joined to the preformed container 150. The pre-
formed container 150 can be more generally referred to
as a dimensionally stable microwave inactive support.
[0049] More specifically and as best understood by al-
so referring to the cross-sectional view of Fig. 5, the mi-
crowave interactive web 208 comprises a first microwave
interactive element 212 (Fig. 4) and a second microwave
interactive element 214 (Figs. 4 and 5) supported on a
polymer film 216 and joined thereto using a layer of ad-
hesive 217. In this example, the microwave interactive
web 208 is joined to the support (e.g., preformed con-
tainer 150) by a layer of a heat seal coating 218. However,
in this and other versions and embodiments of the inven-
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tion, other suitable methods of joining the microwave in-
teractive web and support (e.g., the preformed container
150) may be used, for example, adhesive bonding, ther-
mal bonding, ultrasonic bonding, mechanical stitching,
or any suitable process or technique. Fig. 5 is schematic
because, for example, some of the features shown are
not drawn to scale and are exaggerated for purposes of
clarity and visibility.
[0050] The first microwave interactive element 212 is
generally continuous and extends around the perimeter
of the base 152 (Fig. 3) of the preformed container 150
and partially upward along the walls 154 (Fig. 3) of the
preformed container. In this example, the first microwave
interactive element 212 is a metal foil band, for example,
an aluminum foil, having a thickness sufficient to shield
at least partially the microwave energy directed toward
the food item (not shown) contained by the composite
container 200. The first microwave interactive element
includes obround apertures 213.
[0051] The second microwave interactive element 214
includes two sets of microwave interactive element seg-
ments 220, each including an annular grouping 222 and
a central grouping 224. Each of the segments 220 is
somewhat triangular or somewhat trapezoidal in shape.
However, it will be understood that any suitable shape
may be used to form the segments 220, for example,
circles, ovals, and other curvilinear shapes, for example,
symmetrical curvilinear shapes, triangles, squares, rec-
tangles, and other polygonal shapes, for example, right
polygonal shapes, equilateral polygonal shapes, or any
combination thereof. As used herein the term "symmet-
rical curvilinear shape" means a closed curvilinear shape
that can be divided in half such that the two halves are
symmetrical about an axis dividing them. As used herein,
the term "right polygon" means a polygon that can be
divided in half such that the two halves are symmetrical
about an axis dividing them. Equilateral polygons are
therefore a subset of right polygons. Each set of micro-
wave interactive element segments 220 tends to act as
an antenna that directs microwave energy to a portion of
the food item, for example, that would otherwise tend to
be underheated.
[0052] In accordance with the first version of the first
embodiment, the second microwave energy interactive
element 214 can be formed into the desired pattern by
applying an etch-resistant coating 228 to the metal and
etching the uncoated areas. However, any suitable proc-
ess for forming the element 214 may be used. In the
composite container 200 of the first version of the first
embodiment, the microwave interactive web 208 can be
replaced with a wide variety of microwave interactive
webs, such as any of those disclosed herein.
[0053] In the composite container 200, the microwave
interactive web 208 is somewhat pleated, for example to
accommodate the microwave interactive web fitting
snugly into rounded corners 156 (Fig. 3) of the preformed
container 150. Fig. 4 is schematic because, for example,
numerous of the pleats are not shown in detail; only a

few representative pleats 226 are schematically shown
as extending substantially for the entire length of one of
the corners 156 (Fig. 3) (e.g., substantially from the bot-
tom to the top of the representative corner). Fig. 6 is a
schematic, horizontal cross-sectional view taken sub-
stantially along line 6-6 of Fig. 4. Only a portion of the
subject corner 156 is shown in Fig. 6, and only the cross
section is shown. As schematically shown in Fig. 6, the
folded-over nature of the pleats 226 is in contrast to the
smoothly curved nature of the concave inner surface 229
of the preformed container 150 that at least partially de-
fines the corner. As shown in Fig. 6, each pleat 226 in-
cludes at least two (e.g., two or more) portions of the
microwave interactive web 208 that are in overlapping,
face-to-face relation (e.g., face-to-face contact) with re-
spect to one another. Differently shaped inner surfaces
229, such as but not limited to pleated inner surfaces of
alternative preformed containers, are also within the
scope of the present invention.
[0054] Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view like that of Fig
5, except that Fig. 7 is a cross section of a portion of a
base of a composite container of a second version of the
first embodiment of the present invention. The composite
container of the second version of the first embodiment
is like the composite container 200 of the first version of
the first embodiment, except for variations noted and var-
iations that will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in
the art. The microwave interactive web of the composite
container of the second version of the first embodiment
further includes a browning and crisping element, for ex-
ample a susceptor comprising a layer of microwave en-
ergy interactive material 230. By using the susceptor
comprising the layer of microwave energy interactive ma-
terial 230 in combination with the second microwave in-
teractive element 214, the effectiveness of both of these
features may be enhanced.
[0055] It will be understood that some of the features
depicted in Fig. 7 are not to scale and are exaggerated
merely for purposes of clarity and visibility. Further, it will
be understood that numerous other combinations of var-
ious microwave energy interactive elements are contem-
plated hereby. Indeed, the microwave interactive web of
the composite container of the second version of the first
embodiment can be replaced with a wide variety of mi-
crowave interactive webs, such as any of those disclosed
herein.
[0056] A third version of the first embodiment of the
present invention can be like either of the first and second
versions of the first embodiment, except for variations
noted and variations that will be apparent to those of or-
dinary skill in the art. Fig. 8 is a schematic perspective
view of a composite container 300 comprising a micro-
wave interactive web 308 mounted to a preformed three-
dimensional support that is in the form of a container, or
more specifically in the form of the preformed container
150 (Fig. 3), in accordance with the third version of the
first embodiment of the present invention.
[0057] The microwave interactive web 308 is some-
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what pleated, for example to accommodate the rounded
corners 156 (Fig. 3) of the preformed container 150. Fig.
8 is schematic because, for example, numerous of the
pleats 302 are not shown in detail; only a few represent-
ative pleats 302 are schematically shown as extending
substantially for the entire length of some of the corners
(e.g., substantially from the bottom to the top of the rep-
resentative corners). The pleats 302 of the composite
container 300 are like the pleats 226 of the composite
container 200 (e.g., see Fig. 6).
[0058] The microwave interactive web 308 comprises
a first microwave interactive element 312 and a second
microwave interactive element 314 supported on a pol-
ymer film 316. The first microwave interactive element
312 is a generally continuous metal foil that extends
around the perimeter of the base 152 (Fig. 3) of the pre-
formed container 150 and substantially upward along the
walls 154 (Fig. 3) of the preformed container. Apertures
318 that each have a somewhat obround shape are de-
fined by the first microwave interactive element 312 in a
spaced apart configuration. The second microwave in-
teractive element 314 includes five annularly arranged
sets or groups of microwave interactive element seg-
ments 320 arranged in a staggered configuration. Each
of the segments 320 within the sets is somewhat trian-
gular or somewhat trapezoidal in shape.
[0059] In use, the foil portion of first microwave inter-
active element 312 tends to shield the food item (not
shown) in the composite container 300 from microwave
energy, while allowing the microwave energy to pass
through the apertures 318. Each set of microwave inter-
active element segments 320 tends to act as an antenna,
directing the microwave energy to particular areas of the
food item (not shown) in the composite container 300. In
the composite container 300 of the third version of the
first embodiment, the microwave interactive web 308 can
be replaced with a wide variety of microwave interactive
webs, such as any of those disclosed herein.
[0060] A fourth version of the first embodiment of the
present invention can be like the other versions of the
first embodiment, except for variations noted and varia-
tions that will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the
art. Fig. 9 is a schematic, perspective view of a composite
container 400 comprising a microwave interactive web
408 mounted to a preformed three-dimensional support
that is in the form of a container, or more specifically in
the form of the preformed container 150, in accordance
with a fourth version of the first embodiment of the present
invention.
[0061] The microwave interactive web 408 is pleated
in the manner described above for the other versions of
the first embodiment, although only a few representative
pleats 402 are schematically shown in Fig. 9. The micro-
wave interactive web 408 comprises a first microwave
interactive element 412 and a second microwave inter-
active element 414 supported on a polymer film 416. The
first microwave interactive element 412 is a generally
continuous metal foil that extends around the perimeter

of the base 152 (Fig. 3) of the preformed container 150
and substantially upward along the walls 154 (Fig. 3) of
the preformed container. Apertures 418 that each have
a somewhat rectangular shape or a somewhat pentag-
onal shape are defined within the first microwave inter-
active element 412 along the walls 154 of the container
400 in a spaced apart configuration. The second micro-
wave interactive element 414 includes five annularly ar-
ranged groups or sets of microwave interactive element
segments 420 in a staggered configuration. Each of the
segments 420 within the sets is somewhat triangular or
somewhat trapezoidal in shape.
[0062] In use, the foil portion of the first microwave
interactive element 412 tends to shield the food item (not
shown) in the composite container 400 from microwave
energy, while allowing the microwave energy to pass
through the apertures 418. In accordance - with the fourth
version of the first embodiment, the microwave interac-
tive element segments 420 are in combination with a sus-
ceptor, so that in addition to acting as antenna for direct-
ing the microwave energy, each set of microwave inter-
active element segments 420 tends to act as a shielding
element upon exposure to microwave energy, thereby
decreasing the amount of microwave energy that passes
through the base 152 (Fig. 3) of the composite container
400. In the composite container 400 of the fourth version
of the first embodiment, the microwave interactive web
408 can be replaced with a wide variety of microwave
interactive webs, such as any of those disclosed herein.
[0063] An acceptable example of an intermittent mo-
tion machine or manufacturing system 500 and associ-
ated methods for forming the composite containers of
the first embodiment (e.g., the composite containers 200,
300, 400 discussed above) is discussed in the following
beginning with Fig. 10, in accordance with the first em-
bodiment. In the manufacturing system 500, various
process steps occur in concerted cycles of movement
and rest to create a generally continuous overall manu-
facturing process. While certain features and steps are
described herein, it is understood that numerous other
features or steps may be added or used to replace those
described herein. Although the manufacturing system
500 is primarily described in the following in the context
of an intermittent-motion type of manufacturing system,
it may be modified to be, or to be more like, a continuous-
motion manufacturing system.
[0064] As best understood with reference to the sche-
matic top plan view of Fig. 10, the manufacturing system
500 includes a container transporting apparatus for se-
rially moving containers along a path of travel. As shown
in Fig. 10, the container transporting apparatus is in the
form of a rotary turntable 502 type of conveyor that de-
fines an endless circular path of travel, although other
types of conveyors are within the scope of the present
invention, including conveyors with upper and lower runs.
[0065] The turntable 502 cycles through a series of
indexed positions or stations, and the stations can be
respectively equipped with a supplying apparatus 504,
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pretreating apparatus 506, installing apparatus 508,
post-treating apparatus 510, and receiving apparatus
512. As shown in Fig. 10, the upper surface 513 of the
turntable 502 includes or otherwise has associated there-
with upwardly open, cavity-like, container-receiving re-
ceptacles 514a-514e in a number corresponding to the
number of stations around the turntable 502. As shown
in Fig. 10, the receptacles 514b-514d are respectively
hidden from view beneath the pretreating, installing and
post-treating apparatuses 506, 508, 510; therefore,
these hidden receptacles are schematically illustrated by
dashed lines. Additional receptacles (e.g., like recepta-
cles 514a-514e) may be incorporated in the turntable 502
to allow for the incorporation of additional stations in the
manufacturing system 500. The manufacturing system
may alternatively include a lesser number of stations and
receptacles.
[0066] As will be discussed in greater detail below, the
manufacturing system 500 includes mechanism(s) for
controlling the coordinated operation of the components
of the manufacturing system, and an electrical central
controller 516 with a microprocessor, or the like, can be
central to the mechanisms for controlling the coordinated
operation according to the first embodiment of the
present invention. Alternatively, the electrical central
controller 516 could be replaced with a mechanical or
pneumatic control system, or any other type of suitable
control system for coordinating the operation of the re-
spective components of the manufacturing system 500.
[0067] As schematically shown in Fig. 10, the central
controller 516 communicates via a signal communication
path 518 with the controller of a motor 520 that drives
the rotatably mounted turntable 502. As shown in Fig.
10, the motor 520 and associated drive belt or chain and
pulleys or sprockets are hidden from view beneath the
turntable’s upper surface 513; therefore, they, like some
of the signal communication paths are schematically
shown by dashed lines. Similarly, the central controller
516 communicates via a signal communication path 521
with a position sensor 522 that monitors the rotary posi-
tion of the turntable 502. The position sensor 522 can be
any type of sensor for detecting and reporting the rotary
position of the turntable 502 to the central controller 516.
For example, the position sensor 522 can be an optical
sensor or Hall effect sensor that senses position-indicat-
ing marks, magnets or the like (not shown) on the pe-
ripheral edge of, or at another acceptable position with
respect to, the turntable 502. The central controller 516
also respectively communicates, such as via signal com-
munication paths 530a-530e, with the other components
of the manufacturing system, typically so that the position
of the turntable 502 determines the initiation of the oper-
ations of the supplying apparatus 504, pretreating appa-
ratus 506, installing apparatus 508, post-treating appa-
ratus 510, and receiving apparatus 512, as will be dis-
cussed in greater detail below. The signal communication
paths 518, 521, 530a-530e of the manufacturing system
500 can be any type of conventional signal communica-

tion paths that would be sufficient. For example, they can
be electrical wires that extend all the way between the
respective components, or they can be any type of con-
ventional wireless communication systems, such as in-
frared communication systems, radio frequency commu-
nication systems, or the like.
[0068] The central controller 516 operates in a coordi-
nated fashion with the motor 520 and the position sensor
522 so that, as shown in Fig. 10, the turntable 502 rotates
in a clockwise direction between five positions, with the
turntable remaining stationary in each of the five positions
for a predetermined period of time that is sufficient for
the apparatuses 504, 506, 508, 510, 512 to complete
their functions, as will be discussed in greater detail be-
low.
[0069] In the first position of the turntable 502, the re-
ceptacle 514a is adjacent the supplying apparatus 504,
the receptacle 514b is adjacent the pretreating apparatus
506, the receptacle 514c is adjacent the installing appa-
ratus 508, the receptacle 514d is adjacent the post-treat-
ing apparatus 510, and the receptacle 514e is adjacent
the receiving apparatus 512. In the turntable’s second
position, which directly follows the first position of the
turntable 502 after the predetermined period of time, the
receptacle 514e is adjacent the supplying apparatus 504,
the receptacle 514a is adjacent the pretreating apparatus
506, the receptacle 514b is adjacent the installing appa-
ratus 508, the receptacle 514c is adjacent the post-treat-
ing apparatus 510, and the receptacle 514d is adjacent
the receiving apparatus 512. In the turntable’s third po-
sition, which directly follows the second position of the
turntable 502 after the predetermined period of time, the
receptacle 514d is adjacent the supplying apparatus 504,
the receptacle 514e is adjacent the pretreating apparatus
506, the receptacle 514a is adjacent the installing appa-
ratus 508, the receptacle 514b is adjacent the post-treat-
ing apparatus 510, and the receptacle 514c is adjacent
the receiving apparatus 512. In the turntable’s fourth po-
sition, which directly follows the third position of the turn-
table 502 after the predetermined period of time, the re-
ceptacle 514c is adjacent the supplying apparatus 504,
the receptacle 514d is adjacent the pretreating apparatus
506, the receptacle 514e is adjacent the installing appa-
ratus 508, the receptacle 514a is adjacent the post-treat-
ing apparatus 510, and the receptacle 514b is adjacent
the receiving apparatus 512. In the turntable’s fifth posi-
tion, which directly follows the fourth position of the turn-
table 502 after the predetermined period of time, the re-
ceptacle 514b is adjacent the supplying apparatus 504,
the receptacle 514c is adjacent the pretreating apparatus
506, the receptacle 514d is adjacent the installing appa-
ratus 508, the receptacle 514e is adjacent the post-treat-
ing apparatus 510, and the receptacle 514a is adjacent
the receiving apparatus 512.
[0070] In some situations, it might be acceptable for
the manufacturing system 500 to include a mechanical
drive system, with suitable linkages, gearing and the like,
by way of which one or more features of one or more of
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the apparatuses 504, 506, 508, 510, 512 are driven or
at least partially driven by the turntable and/or its motor
520. On the other hand, and in accordance with the first
embodiment, the supplying apparatus 504, pretreating
apparatus 506, installing apparatus 508, post-treating
apparatus 510, and receiving apparatus 512 each in-
clude their own power supply(s), controller(s) and other
features needed to carry out their respective functions,
with their controllers being respectively connected to the
central controller 516 via the signal communication paths
530a-530e for purposes of providing the exemplary co-
ordinated operations that are discussed below.
[0071] In the following, for the purpose of providing a
representative example, operations are discussed in the
context of the turntable 502 moving the representative
receptacle 514a sequentially to the stations of the man-
ufacturing system 500. Nonetheless and in accordance
with the first embodiment, each of the receptacles 514a-
514e is moved along the endless flowpath defined by the
turntable 502, and the apparatuses 504, 506, 508, 510,
512 serially and respectively act upon the contents of the
receptacles 514b-514e in the same manner in which they
act upon contents of the receptacle 514a.
[0072] As best understood with reference to Fig. 10, a
cycle for the receptacle 514a begins with the turntable
502 being stationary while the receptacle 514a is empty
and adjacent to the supplying apparatus 504. For ease
of explanation, this position is referred to herein as the
"first position", although the process can be described
with different terms and other frames of reference. At the
first position, the supplying apparatus 504 typically re-
trieves a pre-formed microwave inactive support, such
as the conventional preformed container 150 (Fig. 3). As
schematically shown in Fig. 10, the preformed container
150 is received from a stack 532 of preformed containers.
The stack 532 may be maintained in a hopper or other
suitable stacking device. Any suitable stacking device or
other device for supplying preformed containers 150 may
be used, for example, a moving conveyor or gravity feed,
with the preformed containers typically being provided in
a controlled fashion to the supplying apparatus 504. In
one specific example, the supplying apparatus 504 can
more specifically be a de-nesting and transferring device,
or even more specifically a "pick-and-place" feeder or
feeding unit. Such pick-and-place feeders are commer-
cially available, for example, from Minnesota Automation
(Crosby, MN). Minnesota Automation is affiliated with
Graphic Packaging International, Inc. (Marietta, Geor-
gia). Pick-and-place feeding units typically come in one
of two basic formats: reciprocating and rotary. In the first
embodiment, the supplying apparatus 504 comprises a
reciprocating pick-and-place unit. However, it may also
be possible to use a rotary pick-and-place unit, or any
other suitable unit, such as a gravity or conveyor feed
unit or the like, to place a preformed container 150 or
other suitable support in the receptacle 514a.
[0073] The supplying apparatus 504, when in the form
of a pick-and-place feeding unit, typically moves one or

more vacuum cups into contact with one of the preformed
containers 150 (Fig. 3) in the stack 532. The vacuum cup
then "grips" the preformed container 150 and removes it
from the stack 532. In doing so, a vacuum may be created
between the preformed container 150 being removed
and the remaining preformed containers 150 in the stack
532. In an effort to prevent misfeeding or "double-feed-
ing", the stack 532 may be vibrated or bounced in its
hopper. Also in an effort to prevent misfeeding or double-
feeding, the supplying apparatus 504 can further include
a rotary screw device or other suitable device for remov-
ing one of the preformed containers 150 from the stack
532 at a time, so that the pick-and-place feeding unit
"grabs" the preformed container 150 that has already
been removed from the stack 532. The preformed con-
tainer 150 that has been "grabbed" by the pick-and-place
feeding unit is transported by the pick-and-place feeding
unit to proximate the receptacle 514a. Then, the pick-
and-place unit typically places the preformed container
150 into the receptacle 514a. After placing the preformed
container 150 in the receptacle 514a, the pick-and-place
unit releases the preformed container 150 in the recep-
tacle 514a, and the transporting arm or the like of the
pick-and-place unit is moved away from the receptacle
514a.
[0074] Then, the turntable 502 is rotated to the next
position, so that the receptacle 514a containing the pre-
formed container 150 (Fig. 3) is adjacent to (e.g., within)
the pretreating apparatus 506. At this "second" position,
the optional pretreating apparatus 506 can pretreat the
preformed container 150 in the receptacle 514a. The pre-
treating carried out by the pretreating apparatus 506 can
be a heat treatment and/or a corona treatment for en-
hancing the mounting / bonding to be carried out at the
next step by the installing apparatus 508.
[0075] More specifically, the pretreating apparatus 506
can include a downwardly open chamber that defines a
cavity that is open to and/or in receipt of the preformed
container 150 (Fig. 3) in the receptacle 514a while the
receptacle 514a is in the second position. The chamber
of the pretreating apparatus 506 can be in the form of an
oven that includes one or more heating elements or the
like, and/or the pretreating apparatus can include equip-
ment for generating a corona atmosphere within the
chamber of the pretreating apparatus or for otherwise
corona treating the preformed container 150.
[0076] After the optional pretreatment, the turntable
502 is rotated to the next position, so that the receptacle
514a containing the optionally pretreated, preformed
container 150 (Fig. 3) is adjacent to the installing appa-
ratus 508. Very briefly described, and as will be discussed
in greater detail below, at this "third position" a microwave
interactive web (e.g., see the microwave interactive web
100 of Fig. 2) is mounted to the preformed container 150
in the receptacle 514a, to create a composite container
(e.g., see the composite containers 200, 300, 400 of Figs.
4, 8 and 9).
[0077] Fig. 11 is a schematic, side elevation view of
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the preformed container 150 in the receptacle 514a in
the third position, in which they are positioned beneath
the installing apparatus 508. The installing apparatus 508
of the first embodiment includes a web transporting ap-
paratus 540, a cutting apparatus 542 and a mounting
apparatus 544. As will be discussed in greater detail be-
low, the cutting apparatus 542 of the version of the first
embodiment that is illustrated in Figs. 11-13 includes a
die plate 546 that carries a cutter in the form of one or
more blades or knives 548 (e.g., "steel rules" that can be
generally characterized as being long razor plates) or
other cutting devices for cutting the microwave interactive
web 100 (also see Figs. 1 and 2) from the composite web
98 (also see Fig. 1). The mounting apparatus 544 in-
cludes a forming tool 550 for mounting the microwave
interactive web 100 to the preformed container 150 in
the receptacle 514a, to create the composite container.
When the receptacle 514a containing the preformed con-
tainer 150 initially becomes adjacent to the installing ap-
paratus 508, the installing apparatus is in the configura-
tion shown in Fig. 11, in which the forming tool 550 and
the die plate 546 are each in their retracted configura-
tions.
[0078] The web transporting apparatus 540 includes
an upstream reel 552 for carrying an upstream roll from
which the composite web 98 is drawn. The upstream reel
552 can be a traditional unwind stand with a braking de-
vice for maintaining optimal tension in the composite web
98. Additionally, a web splicing apparatus (not shown)
may be provided to allow for one expiring roll of composite
web 98 to be attached to a new one. A pair of driven nip
rolls (not shown) or any other suitable mechanism may
be used to unwind the composite web 98 from the up-
stream reel 552 at the desired rate. The drawing of the
composite web 98 from the upstream reel 552 may also
be aided by the winding-up action of a downstream reel
554 upon which remnants 556 (e.g., a web of remnants)
of the composite web 98 are wound into a roll, as will be
discussed in greater detail below. At least some of the
remnants 556 can also or alternatively be collected by
other collection mechanisms, such as those that draw
the remnants under the force of a partial vacuum. Also,
conventional devices (not shown) can be provided be-
tween the upstream and downstream reels 552, 554 for
aiding in the proper guiding and positioning of the com-
posite web 98 and remnants 556. These additional de-
vices can include conveyor type devices such as con-
ventional tenter frames, or the like, for carrying or other-
wise guiding and/or supporting the side edges of the com-
posite web 98 and remnants 556.
[0079] The composite web 98 will be moved (e.g., in-
dexed) in a controlled manner to ensure that one of the
microwave interactive webs 100 of the composite web
98 is in register with the preformed container 150 in the
receptacle 514a that is at the third position. This can be
facilitated using a sensor, such as a photo-eye device or
other device, that detects the position of one or more of
the microwave interactive webs 100 of the composite

web 98, or another appropriate frame of reference pro-
vided by the composite web, and controls the compo-
nents for drawing the composite web 98 and remnants
556 along the path of travel that extends between the
upstream and downstream reels 552, 554. The path of
travel that extends between the upstream and down-
stream reels 552, 554 is schematically illustrated in Fig.
10 by the arrows 555 drawn with dashed lines.
[0080] The tray 150 in the receptacle 514a that is at
the third position has traveled along an upstream portion
of the path of travel defined by the turntable 502 (Fig.
10), and the receptacle 514a will subsequently travel
along a downstream portion of the path of travel defined
by the turntable. The path of travel of the composite web
98 / remnants 556, which extends between the upstream
and downstream reels 552, 554, extends above and
crosses the receptacle’s path of travel defined by the
turntable 502. The web transporting apparatus 540 is op-
erated so that a microwave interactive web 100 of the
composite web 98 is moved along the path of travel de-
fined by the web transporting apparatus, so that the mi-
crowave interactive web is superposed with the tray 150
in the receptacle 514a that is at the third position. More
specifically, the microwave interactive web 100 is moved
to a position in which it is vertically aligned with and po-
sitioned above the tray 150 in the receptacle 514a that
is at the third position.
[0081] The side of the composite web 98 that includes
the above-discussed one or more microwave interactive
elements may be provided with a heat-activated adhe-
sive or a heat seal coating perhaps prior to being wound
into the form a supply roll that is received by the upstream
reel 552. Alternatively, an adhesive or heat seal coating
may be applied to the side of the composite web 98 that
includes the one or more microwave interactive elements
after being unwound from the upstream reel 552 and typ-
ically prior to reaching the position in which the micro-
wave interactive web 100 to be mounted is vertically
aligned with and positioned above the tray 150 in the
receptacle 514a that is at the third position. The adhesive
or heat seal coating may be applied in any suitable man-
ner including, but not limited to, one or more of roll coat-
ing, printing, spraying, dipping, or other processing tech-
niques. For example, Fig. 11 schematically illustrates the
adhesive or heat seal coating being applied at a nip de-
fined between an upper roller 558 and a lower roller 560
that is partially immersed in a bath 562 of the adhesive
or heat seal coating. Alternatively, the adhesive, heat
seal coating or other suitable material may initially be
applied to the interior of the preformed container 150 in-
stead of, or in addition to, being initially applied to the
composite web 98.
[0082] The cutting apparatus 542 is mounted so that
it is aligned with the superpositioned microwave interac-
tive web 100 / preformed container 150 / receptacle 514a
in the third position. In accordance with the first embod-
iment, the cutting apparatus 542 includes the overhead,
platen-type die plate 546 that is positioned above a fixed,
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plate-like anvil 564 (e.g., die). In the third position, the
receptacle 514a and the preformed container 150 that it
contains are positioned below the anvil 564, and the mi-
crowave interactive web 100 that is to be mounted is
positioned between the die plate 546 and the anvil 564
while the die plate is in its retracted configuration shown
in Fig. 11.
[0083] As mentioned above, the lower face of the die
plate 546 includes one or more knives 548 with down-
wardly oriented cutting tips for cutting the microwave in-
teractive web 100, which is to be mounted, from the com-
posite web 98. This cutting is facilitated by the die plate
546 being moved to an extended configuration shown in
Fig. 12, such as through the action of pneumatic actua-
tors (not shown) or the like; or by any other suitable
means. In the extended configuration of the die plate 546,
the knives 548 cut the microwave interactive web 100,
which is to be mounted, from the composite web 98, and
the tips of the knives typically abut the anvil 564.
[0084] As will be discussed in greater detail below, the
cutting apparatus 542 can be in many different configu-
rations. For example, the fixed anvil 564 that stays prox-
imate to (e.g., aligned with) the die plate 546 could be
omitted. As an alternative to the fixed anvil 564, the turn-
table 502 (Fig 10) can include anvils that respectively
encircle each of the receptacles 514a-514e. Irrespective,
the face of the die plate 546 can include die rubber pro-
jections (not shown), or other suitable means, such as
on opposite sides of each of the knives 548, for holding
the microwave interactive web 100 that is to be mounted
and the remnants 556 stationary against the anvil 564
while the die plate is in its extended configuration and
the forming tool 550 is in its retracted configuration, as
shown in Fig. 12.
[0085] For example and not for the purpose of limiting
the scope of the present invention, some aspects of the
manufacturing system 500 will be described in the fol-
lowing in the context of the composite container 200 (Fig.
4) of the first version of the first exemplary embodiment.
In this regard, Fig. 14 is a schematic, isolated, perspec-
tive view of the microwave interactive web 208 of the
composite container 200 of Fig. 4 in a substantially flat
configuration. Fig. 14 is illustrative of how this microwave
interactive web 208 would appear, in isolation, while in
the installing apparatus 508 (Figs. 10-13) after the install-
ing apparatus is in the configuration shown in Fig. 12 and
before the installing apparatus is in the configuration
shown in Fig. 13.
[0086] After the configuration of Fig. 12, the configu-
ration of Fig. 13 is achieved by moving the forming tool
550 to its extended configuration. More specifically, the
forming tool is forced downwardly, so that it passes
through both a central opening 566 (Figs. 16 and 17) in
the die plate 546 and a central opening 568 (Figs. 15 and
17) in the anvil 564, and extends into the cavity of the
preformed container 150 (Fig. 3) in the receptacle 514a.
In the process, the previously cut microwave interactive
web 208 (Fig. 14) is released from (e.g., pulled away

from) the rubber projections of the die plate 546, or the
like, and forced into the cavity of preformed container
150 in the receptacle 514a. During this process, the form-
ing tool 550 engages the microwave interactive web 208
and the microwave interactive web 208 is caused to con-
form to the shape of respective portions of both the form-
ing tool 550 and the preformed container 150. That is,
the microwave interactive web 208 is bent so that it de-
fines a cavity that corresponds to the respective portion
of the forming tool 550. In this regard, Fig. 13 schemat-
ically illustrates the forming tool 550 extending into the
cavity defined by the microwave interactive web 208, and
the cavity defined by the microwave interactive web 208
conforming to the shape of the respective portions of the
forming tool. Stated differently and in accordance with
the first embodiment, the forming tool 550 pushes the
microwave interactive web 208 through the central open-
ing 568 in the anvil 564 and into the cavity of the pre-
formed container 150 in the receptacle 514a. According-
ly, the forming tool 550 of the first embodiment can be
characterized as a pusher, since it pushes the microwave
interactive web 208 as described above.
[0087] The previously cut microwave interactive web
208 (Fig. 14) is mounted to the interior surface of the
preformed container 150 (Fig. 2) in the receptacle 514a
in response to being forced into the cavity of the pre-
formed container by the forming tool 550. More specifi-
cally, after pressing the microwave interactive web 208
onto the cavity of the preformed container 150 in the re-
ceptacle 514a, the forming tool 550 typically remains in
this extended configuration for a duration sufficient to ac-
tivate the adhesive or heat seal coating and thereby joins
the microwave interactive web 208 to the preformed con-
tainer 150 in the receptacle 514a, thereby forming the
resulting composite container 200 (Fig. 4). When heat is
used to activate the adhesive or heat seal coating that
bonds the microwave interactive web 208 to the pre-
formed container 150, the forming tool 550 may be heat-
ed to a temperature within a range of from about 93.33°C
(200°F) to about 204.44°C (400°F), for example from
about 107.22°C (225°F) to about 176.67°C (350°F), or
from about 121.11°C (250°F) to about 148.89°C (300°F).
Electric resistance heaters (not shown) or the like can be
within or mounted to the forming tool 550 for this purpos-
es, or the forming tool may include internal passageways
(not shown) for receiving a flow of heated oil, or the like.
Any type of heater that carries out the heating in a satis-
factory manner may be used. If such heaters are used,
the receptacles 514a-514e may be associated with one
or more features (e.g., cooling fins) that assist with cool-
ing of the composite container 200 after the sealing /
bonding process to minimize warping and/or buckling of
the container. Any suitable cooling elements or features
may be used for cooling one or more of the receptacles
514a-514e or the composite containers within the recep-
tacles 514a-514e. The cooling can be provided by fea-
tures that circulate a cooling medium, such as water or
air, or any other type of cooling or refrigeration system
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that can provide the desired heat transfer. In some situ-
ations, this heating and cooling may not be required.
[0088] In the above, the adherence between the mi-
crowave interactive web 208 and the preformed contain-
er 150 is discussed as being at least partially facilitated
by an adhesive or heat seal coating activated by heat
and/or pressure. One such coating is a polyester heat
seal coating that is commercially available from Coim
(United Kingdom) under the trade name EX-8056 HEAT
SEAL. In one example, the adhesive or heat seal coating
may comprises a thermosetting polymeric material, a
thermoplastic polymeric material, or any combination
thereof. Such coatings may be applied in any amount
needed to achieve the desired adhesion between the ma-
terials. More generally, the adherence between the mi-
crowave interactive web 208 and the preformed contain-
er 150 can be provided using adhesive bonding, thermal
bonding, ultrasonic bonding, or any other suitable tech-
nique.
[0089] As mentioned above and in accordance with
one acceptable example, the forming tool 550 remains
in its extended configuration for a duration sufficient to
activate the adhesive or heat seal coating and join the
microwave interactive web 208 to the preformed contain-
er 150 in the receptacle 514a, thereby forming the result-
ing composite container 200. Thereafter, both the form-
ing tool 550 and the die plate 546 are moved to their
retracted positions shown in Fig. 11, so that: 1) the turn-
table 502 (Fig. 10) can be rotated so that the preformed
container 150 that is being carried by the next receptacle
514b (Fig. 10) becomes positioned beneath / vertically
aligned with the cutting apparatus 542 and the forming
tool 550, at which time the rotation of the turntable tem-
porarily ceases; and 2) the web transporting apparatus
540 (Fig. 11) can resume its above-described transport-
ing functions, so that the next microwave interactive web
208 in the composite web 98 can be moved downstream
(along the path of travel established by the web trans-
porting apparatus) to be superposed with the preformed
container 150 that is being carried by the receptacle
514b, at which time the transporting function provided by
the transporting apparatus temporarily ceases. That is
and in accordance with the first embodiment, the incre-
mental transporting operations of the turntable 502 and
web transporting apparatus 540: 1) occur while both the
forming tool 550 and the die plate 546 are in their retract-
ed positions shown in Fig. 11; 2) do not occur while the
die plate and/or the forming tool are in their extended
configurations respectively shown in Figs. 12 and 13; and
3) resume when (e.g., in response to) both the forming
tool and the die plate returning to their retracted positions
shown in Fig. 11.
[0090] As discussed in greater detail below, the cutting
apparatus 542 (Figs. 11-13) can be in many different con-
figurations. For example, the reciprocating die plate 546
with the knives 548 may be omitted in an alternative em-
bodiment. Omitting the reciprocating die plate 546 can
result in the incremental transporting operations of the

turntable 502 and web transporting apparatus 540: 1)
occurring while the forming tool 550 is in its retracted
position; 2) not occurring while the forming tool is in its
extended configuration; and resuming when (e.g., in re-
sponse to) the forming tool returning to its retracted po-
sition. That is, there can be variations to the aspects of
the present invention that relate to the various simulta-
neous and sequential steps of the manufacturing system
500.
[0091] Referring to the cutting apparatus 542 (Figs.
11-13) in greater detail, Fig. 15 is a schematic, isolated,
top perspective view of the generally plate-like anvil 564
of the cutting apparatus, and Fig. 16 is a schematic, iso-
lated, bottom perspective view of the die plate 546 of the
cutting apparatus. As mentioned above in accordance
with one example of the first embodiment, the die plate
546 carries one or more knives 548 (Figs. 11-13) or other
cutting devices (e.g., steel rules that can be generally
characterized as being long razor plates) for cutting the
microwave interactive web 208 from the composite web
98. Although the knives 548 are not shown in Fig. 16,
they could be mounted at an appropriate place on the
die plate 546, such as around the periphery of a raised
portion 572 of the die plate or in one or more grooves in
the die plate. Alternatively the knives 548 can be omitted,
as discussed in greater detail below.
[0092] As mentioned above, the anvil 564 includes a
central opening 568 through which the forming tool 550
extends when the forming tool is in its extended config-
uration shown in Fig. 13. Likewise, the die plate 546 in-
cludes a central opening 566 through which the forming
tool 550 extends when the forming tool is in its extended
configuration. In the embodiment shown in Figs. 15-17,
the anvil 564 defines a recess 570 that extends around
its central opening 568, and the die plate 546 includes a
raised area 572 that extends around its central opening
566. When the die plate 546 is in its extended configu-
ration shown in Figs. 12 and 13, it may mate with the
anvil, such as by the raised area 572 of the die plate
fitting into the recess 570 of the anvil 564. Fig. 17 is a
top perspective view of the anvil 564 of Fig. 15 and the
die plate 546 of Fig. 16 mated with one another in the
manner described immediately above.
[0093] To assist with forming orderly pleats 226 (Figs.
4 and 6) of the microwave interactive web 208 in the
interior corners of the composite container 200, one or
both of the die plate 546 and the anvil 564 can include
features for initiating or otherwise at least partially con-
trolling the pleats / pleating. For example, these features
can be notches, groves, protrusions or any other suitable
features. As one particular example shown in Figs. 15
and 16, female pleating plates 574 (e.g., pleating dies)
are mounted to the die plate 546, and male pleating plates
576 (e.g., pleating dies) are mounted to the anvil 564.
Alternatively, the female pleating plates 574 can be
mounted to the anvil 564, and male pleating plates 576
can be mounted to the die plate 546. The pleating plates
574, 576 extend at least partially around the respective
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central openings 566, 568 and they may extend com-
pletely around the central openings (e.g., when the con-
tainers are round bowls). Each of the female pleating
plates 574 includes elongate recesses (e.g., indentions).
Each of the male pleating plates 576 includes elongate
protrusions. Protrusions of the male pleating plates 576
are for being respectively at least partially received in, or
for being proximate, recesses of the female pleating
plates 574.
[0094] More specifically, as the microwave interactive
web 208 is being forced into the preformed container
150, respective portions of the microwave interactive web
are positioned between, and slide between, the respec-
tively mated female and male pleating plates 574, 576 in
a manner that seeks to optimally control the pleating of
the microwave interactive web. Although hidden from
view in Fig. 17, the female and male pleating plates 574,
576 are respectively mated with respect to one another
while the anvil 564 and die plate 546 are mated together
as shown in Fig. 17. For a representative pair of mated
female and male pleating plates 574, 576, the plates /
dies of the mated pair are in opposing face-to-face rela-
tion with respect to one another and define a narrow gap
(having an undulating shape) therebetween, with the dis-
tance across and perpendicular to the gap being about
the same as the thickness of the microwave interactive
web 208. The microwave interactive web 208 slides
through this gap. This sliding through the gap defined
between the pleating plates 574, 576, which occurs in
response to the microwave interactive web 208 being
forced toward / into the preformed container 150, ten-
sions controls tensioning of the microwave interactive
web in a manner that aids in the formation of the orderly
pleats 226. Accordingly, the die plate 546 and the anvil
564, or more specifically the pleating plates 574, 576,
are cooperative to releasably hold and tension the mi-
crowave interactive web 208 while the forming tool 550
moves the microwave interactive web.
[0095] As alluded to above, the pleating plates 574,
576 can be more generally referred to as dies, and they
can be replaced with a variety of types of dies or other
features suitable for carrying out the desired functionality,
such as, but not limited to, features formed in or otherwise
defined by the die plate 546 and the anvil 564. Also,
whereas the above-discussed gap has been described
as being respectively defined between the pleating plates
574, 576, it can be more generally characterized as being
defined between the die plate 546 and the anvil 564, such
as when the pleating plates 574, 576 are omitted, such
as when the pleating plates 574, 576 are replaced with
features formed in or otherwise defined by the die plate
546 and the anvil 564.
[0096] It can be advantageous for the male pleating
plates 576 to be mounted in the recess 570 of the anvil
564 so that the composite web 98 / microwave interactive
web 208 can slide across or otherwise be proximate the
upper surface of the anvil while they are being moved by
the web transporting apparatus 540 (Fig. 11). Although

only the corners of the microwave interactive web 208
are manipulated with the pleating plates 574, 576, the
pleating plates may be configured in numerous ways to
provide pleats or other patterns in other portions of mi-
crowave interactive webs. Although the central openings
566, 568 of the die plate 546 and anvil 564, the forming
tool 550 and the pleating plates 574, 576 are typically
shown herein such that they are for use when the pre-
formed containers and composite containers are trays,
the various components can be reconfigured such that
the preformed containers and composite containers are
other shapes, such as bowl-shaped.
[0097] In some versions of the manufacturing system
500, the knives 548 (Figs. 11-13) are omitted from the
die plate 546, and the microwave interactive web 208 is
cut, tom or otherwise separated from the composite web
98 by way of one or more other mechanisms. In one
version of the manufacturing system 500 that can be best
understood with reference to Fig. 18, the microwave in-
teractive web 208 is cut from the composite web 98 and
the remnants 556 by a laser beam 580 that is schemat-
ically illustrated by a dashed line in Fig. 18. In one par-
ticular example, the laser 582 is used after the microwave
interactive web 208 has been mounted to the preformed
container 150 and at least the forming tool 550 (Figs.
11-13) has been returned to its retracted configuration.
Cutting at this relatively late time may be advantageous,
for example, because it can allow the pleating plates 574,
576 (Figs. 15 and 16) to at least partially control move-
ment of the microwave interactive web 208 for a longer
period of time than if the microwave interactive web is
cut to its final size before the forming tool 550 is moved
to its extended configuration.
[0098] Even though the pleating plates 574, 576 might
be interacting solely with what will become remnants 556
of the composite web 98 toward the end of the downward
movement of the forming tool 550, this can still help to
control the formation of the pleat s 226 (Figs. 4 and 6) in
the microwave interactive web 208. For example, be-
cause the microwave interactive web 208 / what will be-
come remnants 556 of the composite web 98 slide be-
tween the pleating plates 574, 576 throughout the com-
pletion of the downward stroke of the forming tool 550,
tension can be maintained / controlled in the composite
web 98 throughout the completion of the downward
stroke of the forming tool 550, with this tension / control-
ling of the tension aiding in the formation of the orderly
pleats 226. Even though the downward stroke of the form-
ing tool 550 is referred to in the foregoing, the forming
tool and other components can positioned not limited to
any particular orientation of the forming tool and other
components.
[0099] Generally described, the laser 582 and/or mir-
rors for reflecting the laser beam 580 can be movably
mounted and controlled by a computer controller (e.g., a
computerized numerical control ("CNC") cutting machine
that uses the laser for cutting). As a more specific exam-
ple that is schematically shown in Fig. 18, an actuator
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mechanism 584 carries the laser 582. The actuator
mechanism 584 can include one or more electric motors
or other types of suitable actuators along with one or
more movable arms, turret-like mechanisms or other
types of features for facilitating controlled movement of
the laser 582. For control purposes, the laser 582 and
the actuator mechanism 584 are respectively in commu-
nication with a local controller 586 (e.g., a CNC controller)
by way of signal communication paths 588, 590. For co-
ordinating with the operations of the other components
of the overall system 500 (Fig. 10), the local controller
586 is operatively in communication with the central con-
troller 516 (Fig. 10) via one or more signal communication
paths 592 and/or 530c (Fig. 10). The signal communica-
tion paths 588, 590, 592 can be any type of conventional
signal communication paths that would be sufficient. For
example, they can be electrical wires that extend all the
way between the respective components, or they can be
any type of conventional wireless communication sys-
tems, such as infrared communication systems, radio fre-
quency communication systems, or the like.
[0100] In the example shown in Fig. 18, the microwave
interactive web 208 has been mounted to the preformed
container 150, the forming tool 550 (Figs. 11-13) has
been retracted therefrom, the composite container 200
is still in the receptacle 514a, and the laser beam 580,
or the like, from the laser 582 is completing the forming
of a cut line 594 that separates the remnants 556 and
the composite web 98 from the composite container. Ac-
cording to one acceptable method for forming the cut line
594, the laser beam 580 is directed into the opening of
the container 150, 200 and moved (e.g., by way of the
actuator mechanism 584 moving the laser 582) all the
way around an interior portion of the container proximate
the opening so that the microwave interactive web 208
is cut from the composite web 98 and the remnant 556.
Typically, none of the remnants 556 will be adhered to
the preformed container 150, whereas the microwave
interactive web 208 will be adhered to the preformed con-
tainer 150 proximate the cut line 594. More specifically,
the microwave interactive web 208 will be adhered at
substantially the entire interface between the microwave
interactive web and the portion of the preformed contain-
er 150 that is below the cut line 594.
[0101] At least in theory, the laser beam 580 may be
tuned or otherwise controlled (e.g., via the speed at which
it is moved), to cut through the composite web 98 without
cutting into, or only slightly cutting into, the preformed
container 150. This may require the cutting strength or
dwell time of the laser 582 to be adjusted to compensate
for variations in thickness of the microwave interactive
web 208, for example in the area of the pleats 226 (Figs.
4 and 6). In this regard and at least in theory, it might be
desirable to use a laser cutter system (e.g., CNC laser
cutter) that can sense variations in the thickness (and/or
other attributes) of the microwave interactive web 208
(e.g., such as due to pleating) and automatically adjust
to them (e.g., such as by changing the intensity of the

laser beam 580, or the speed at which it is moved and
thus its dwell time) to cleanly cut the microwave interac-
tive web 208 from the composite web 98 and remnants
556 with minimal or no damage to the underlying pre-
formed container 150. An acceptable CNC laser cutter
may be available from Preco, Inc. of Lenexa, Kansas.
[0102] Alternatively, the cutting of the microwave in-
teractive web 208 from the composite web 98 and the
remnants 556 can be carried out using one or more
"through-cut" reciprocating cutting blades (not shown)
(e.g., with jagged teeth). The reciprocating cutter could
be a movably mounted jig saw, or the like, where the
movement and other operations of the saw are controlled
by a computer controller (e.g., a CNC cutting machine
that uses a cutting blade made of metal or other suitable
material). In this example, around each of the receptacles
514a-514e (Fig. 10), the turntable 502 (Fig. 10) may in-
clude a blade receiving slot or recess (not shown) in the
same pattern in which the through-cut blade is to cut the
microwave interactive web 208 from the composite web
98 and the remnants 556. In one example, the cutting
blade is retracted into the slot when not used for cutting.
Similarly, the periphery of the die plate 546 (Figs. 11-13,
16 and 17) and the anvil 564 (Figs. 11-13, 15 and 17)
could be shaped so that the cutting blade travels out-
wardly from, and around the periphery of, the die plate
and the anvil. The jig saw or other type of mechanical
cutter could be replaced with a laser cutter or any other
type of suitable cutter.
[0103] Other changes can also be made. For example,
the microwave interactive webs 208 may be initially con-
nected to the rest of composite web 98 by tear lines (not
shown) (e.g., formed by perforations or spaced apart
slits), such that the microwave interactive webs are torn
from the composite web when respectively forced into
the preformed containers 150, so that cutting blades, la-
sers and the like for cutting the microwave interactive
webs from the composite web may be omitted from the
manufacturing system 500.
[0104] Referring to the mounting apparatus 544 (Figs.
11-13) of the installing apparatus 508 (Figs. 10-13) in
greater detail, Fig. 19 is a schematic perspective view of
the mounting apparatus positioned above the represent-
ative receptacle 514a, with the forming tool 550 in its
retracted configuration. As shown in Fig. 19, the forming
tool 550 (e.g., seal head) is mounted to the piston rods
of a pneumatic cylinder 600 that is mounted to a frame
602. Fig. 19 is schematic, for example, because for ease
of illustration the receptacle 514a is schematically shown
as not being mounted to the turntable 502 (Fig. 10). None-
theless and alternatively, the mounting apparatus 544
could be a "stand-alone" unit as generally shown in Fig.
19. That is, although the manufacturing system 500 (Fig.
10) of the first embodiment is described herein primarily
in the context of a machine in which the operations of the
various components are coordinated so as to continually
and serially form the composite containers, alternatively
the respective components of the manufacturing system
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500 may not be integrated so that many of the steps of
forming the composite containers are carried out more
separately from one another in a batch-type manner. For
example, the receptacle 514a could be mounted to the
frame 602 rather than being carried by the turntable 502
(Fig. 10). In additional or alternatively, the receptacle
514a can be mounted for moving in the same direction
that the forming tool 550 moves (e.g., vertically), such as
by the receptacle 514a being mounted to, and carried
by, a series of springs 604, dampers or other flexing
mechanisms, as will be discussed in greater detail below.
Typically such springs 604, or the like, for movably car-
rying the receptacles 514a-514e are incorporated into
the turntable 502.
[0105] As shown in Fig. 19, the mounting apparatus
544 includes a local controller 606 that is connected to
the overall controller 516 (Fig. 10) of the manufacturing
system 500 (Fig. 10) by the signal communication path
608 and/or the signal communication path 530c (Fig. 10).
The local controller 606 is connected to the pneumatic
cylinder 600 by way of one or more pneumatic lines 610
for controlling actuation of the pneumatic cylinder. Sim-
ilarly, the local controller 606 is connected to the forming
tool 550 by way of one or more electrical lines 612 for
controlling features of the forming tool and monitoring
the forming tool. The local controller 606 is connected to
supplies of electrical power and pneumatic pressure that
are not shown in the figures. The pneumatic cylinder 600
may be replaced with other types of actuators, and sim-
ilarly the electrical lines 612 and pneumatic lines 610 can
be replaced with any other type of suitable features.
[0106] Fig. 20 is a schematic perspective view of a
portion of the mounting apparatus 544, and it shows the
forming tool 550 in greater detail. As shown in Fig. 20,
the forming tool 550 includes a lower face 614, and side
walls 616 along with somewhat rounded corners 618 that
extend upwardly / obliquely / outwardly from the periph-
ery of the lower face. That is, the shape of the forming
tool at least generally corresponds to the shape of the
cavity of the preformed containers 150 (Fig. 3) and com-
posite containers. As mentioned above, a variety of dif-
ferently shaped preformed containers 150 are within the
scope of the present invention. Accordingly, a variety of
correspondingly differently shaped forming tools 550 can
be used.
[0107] Fig. 21 is a schematic perspective view of a
portion of the forming tool 550 positioned above the rep-
resentative receptacle 514a. As shown in Fig. 21, the
representative receptacle 514a includes a base 620, and
upstanding walls 622 and somewhat rounded corners
624 that together extend around the cavity of the recep-
tacle. The side walls 622 and corners 624 extend up-
wardly / obliquely / outwardly from the base 620. That is,
the shape of the receptacles 514a-514e at least generally
corresponds to the shape of the preformed containers
150 (Fig. 3). As mentioned above, a variety of differently
shaped preformed containers 150 are within the scope
of the present invention. Accordingly, a variety of corre-

spondingly differently shaped receptacles 514a-514e are
within the scope of the present invention.
[0108] Fig. 22 is a schematic perspective view of a
portion of the mounting apparatus 544, showing the form-
ing tool 550 in its extended configuration, in which it ex-
tends into the receptacle 514a. As shown in Figs. 19-22,
the shape of the forming tool 550 at least generally cor-
responds to the shape of the representative receptacle
514a, although other relative configurations may be
used, as will be discussed in greater detail below. More
specifically the shape and size of the forming tool 550,
the shape and size of the cavity defined by the receptacle
514a, the shape and size of the cavity defined by the
microwave interactive web 208 of the composite contain-
er 200, and the shape and size of the cavity defined by
the preformed container 150 substantially correspond to
one another, although the sizes vary sufficiently to facil-
itate the tightly nested configurations that are at least
partially shown in Figs. 13 and 22.
[0109] Ideally, the microwave interactive web 208 is
joined to the preformed container 150 in the receptacle
514a with substantially no unbonded portions and sub-
stantially no air gaps between the microwave interactive
web and the preformed container. However, each com-
posite container 150 may exhibit dimensional variations
and, therefore, may not be sealed in the same manner
or to the same extent. In an effort to mitigate this varia-
bility, the receptacles 514a-514e and/or the forming tool
550 may be designed in various ways to improve the seal
between the preformed containers and the microwave
interactive webs. For example, all or a portion of the form-
ing tool 550 may be formed from a somewhat compliant
material, for example, a silicone elastomer or other ma-
terial, to improve contact between the microwave inter-
active web 208 and the preformed container 150. Addi-
tionally, by using a compliant material to form the forming
tool 550, it is possible to use a forming tool that initially
has greater dimensions than those of the interior of the
preformed container 150, thereby further improving con-
tact between the microwave interactive web 208 and the
preformed container 150. The remaining portions of the
forming tool 550 may be made from a relatively light-
weight, conductive material, such as aluminum or any
other suitable material.
[0110] If desired, the lower face 614 of the forming tool
550 and/or the base 620 of the receptacles 514a-514e
may include a protrusion (e.g., an arcuate protrusion) or
otherwise be crowned, or the like, to create an initial point
of contact between the microwave interactive web 208
and the preformed container 150, as shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 23. More specifically, Fig. 23 is a schematic,
cross-sectional view showing how the forming tool 550
and the representative receptacle 514a can be shaped,
with the cross-section being taken vertically through the
center of the forming tool and the representative recep-
tacle, and only the cross-section being shown. As the
forming tool 550 advances toward the preformed con-
tainer 150, the contact area between the microwave in-
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teractive web 208 and the preformed container increases
from the center, thereby gradually forcing the air outward-
ly from between the microwave interactive web and the
preformed container. As a result, a smooth, tight seal
between the microwave interactive web 208 and the in-
terior surface of the preformed container 150 may be
formed.
[0111] Alternatively, the forming tool 550 may be de-
signed to: expand in use to increase contact between the
microwave interactive web 208 and preformed container
150, and then contract upon formation of the seal be-
tween the microwave interactive web and preformed con-
tainer.
[0112] As another example, the receptacles 514a-
514e may be designed to allow the dimensions of the
receptacles 514a-514e to adjust as needed to conform
to the outer dimensions of the preformed containers 150.
For example, the interior of each of the receptacles 514a-
514e may be formed from a flexible material, such as a
natural or synthetic polymer, for example rubber, that
conforms to and grips the exterior of the preformed con-
tainer 150 as the forming tool 550 presses the microwave
interactive web 208 against the preformed container 150.
[0113] As another example, with the representative re-
ceptacle 514a being movably mounted, such as by being
mounted to the springs as shown in Fig. 19, the recep-
tacle 514a can move to accommodate for a wide variety
of variations that might occur, such as due to varying
tolerances that may exist in a wide variety of the features
of the present invention.
[0114] In another example, the base 620 of the repre-
sentative receptacle 514a may be vertically movable rel-
ative to the side walls 622 of the representative recepta-
cle, such as by the side walls 622 being fixedly mounted
to the turntable 502 (Fig. 10) or the frame 602 (Figs. 19,
21 and 22) and the base 620 being movably carried by
the springs 604, dampers or other flexing mechanisms.
This arrangement could allow the preformed container
150 to be inserted more deeply and snugly into the rep-
resentative receptacle 514a. Further regarding this "self-
tightening" feature, as the forming tool 550 brings the
microwave interactive web 208 into contact with the pre-
formed container 150, the preformed container is
pressed further into the representative receptacle 514a
against the spring-loaded bottom, and the forces typically
increase as the springs are compressed, due to the in-
creased resistance provided by the springs as they are
compressed further.
[0115] In some circumstances, the composite contain-
ers may become lodged within the receptacles 514a-
514e as a result of the force asserted by the forming tool
550. As such, the manufacturing system 500 may include
various features to prevent the composite containers
from being pressed too far into the receptacles 514a-
514e. Alternatively, the manufacturing system 500 may
include various features to dislodge the preformed con-
tainers if they become lodged in the receptacles 514a-
514e. For example, a blocking or arresting feature (not

shown) may be included within the receptacles 514a-
514e to prevent the composite containers from being
forced too far into the receptacles. Alternatively, one or
more ejection features may be associated with the re-
ceptacles 514a-514e. For example, a mechanical ejec-
tion pin (not shown) or the like may be forced into the
cavity of a receptacle to help eject a composite container
from the receptacle. Similarly, one or more ports other
types of openings or passages may be associated with
the receptacles 514a-514e, so that compressed air or
another medium can be blasted into or otherwise intro-
duced into the cavity of a receptacle to help eject a com-
posite container from the receptacle.
[0116] As another example and as discussed in great-
er detail below, the forming tool 550 may include one or
more vacuum ports for having a partial vacuum supplied
to the face 614 of the forming tool to cause the microwave
interactive web to be held securely by the forming tool
throughout the plunge stroke. Such ports also may be
used to aid in releasing the microwave interactive web
from the forming tool 550 after the microwave interactive
web becomes part of a composite container, such as by
being used to blast compressed air or another medium
against the microwave interactive web. The forming tool
550 also may include a mechanical ejection pin or other
device to help the forming tool release a composite con-
tainer that inadvertently becomes stuck to the forming
tool.
[0117] Referring back to Fig. 10, after the composite
container 200 is formed in the receptacle 514a and sep-
arated from the remnants 556 and the composite web 98
at the third position that is shown in Figs. 11-13, the turn-
table 502 is rotated to the next position, so that the re-
ceptacle 514a containing the composite container 200 is
adjacent to the post-treating apparatus 510. At this
"fourth" position, the optional post-treating apparatus 510
can post-treat the composite container 200 in the recep-
tacle 514a.
[0118] Depending upon which of the options for man-
ufacturing the composite containers is used, and the tol-
erances that are chosen or otherwise exits, a peripheral
edge of the microwave interactive web 208 of the com-
posite container 200 may be a flap-like feature that is not
adhered to the preformed container 150. Such an unad-
hered edge / flap-like feature 630 is schematically shown
in Fig. 24. Fig. 24 is a schematic, vertical cross-sectional
view of a portion of the composite container 200, showing
how a peripheral edge of the microwave interactive web
208 of the composite container may be a flap-like feature
630 that is not adhered to the preformed container 150,
in accordance with a version of the first exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention. As partially shown in
Fig. 24, the flap-like feature 630 can extend around the
entire periphery of the microwave interactive web 208.
Alternatively, the flap-like feature 630 may not be formed,
or it may only be formed at one or more segments of the
periphery of the microwave interactive web 208 that are
spaced apart from one another.
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[0119] The post-treating carried out by the post-treat-
ing apparatus 510 (Fig. 10) can be a heat treatment. In
this regard, Fig. 25 is like Fig. 24, except that it shows
that the flap-like feature 630 has been transformed into
a bead 632, such as through a post-treatment heating
process, in accordance with a version of the first exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention. As partially
shown in Fig. 25, the bead 632 can extend around the
entire periphery of the microwave interactive web 208.
Alternatively, the bead 632 may not be formed, or it may
only be formed at one or more segments of the periphery
of the microwave interactive web 208 that are spaced
apart from one another. The bead 632 is typically in the
form of a small globular or cylindrical or bulbous body.
As apparent from comparing Figs. 24 and 25, the bead
632 is typically shorter and fatter / thicker than the flap-
like feature 630 from which it was formed. That is, the
bead 632 is typically thicker than the microwave interac-
tive web 208, or at least thicker than the polymer film
substrate 112 of the microwave interactive web 208.
[0120] In some situations, it may be desirable to ensure
that the portion of the microwave interactive web 208 that
includes any microwave interactive material is securely
adhered to the previously formed container 150 such that
the flap-like feature 630 consist solely of the polymer film
substrate 112. In these situations, the bead 632 will be
formed solely from the polymer film substrate 112.
[0121] Figs. 24 and 25 are schematic because, for ex-
ample, they exaggerate the flap-like feature 630 and
bead 632. For example, in practice, the bead 632 would
be small and barely noticeable with the naked eye. The
bead 632 will typically accumulate at the boundary where
the film substrate 112 has been well adhered to the in-
terior surface of the preformed tray 150 or the flange 158
of the preformed tray. In accordance with one example
of the first embodiment, the film substrate 112 may be
very thin (e.g., about 12.19 Pm (0.00048 inches) thick)
and the width W (Fig. 24) of the flap-like feature 630 may
be less than 9.525 mm (3/8 of an inches), therefore, a
very small volume per lineal cm of film edge (approxi-
mately 0.00116 cm3 per lineal cm (0.00018 cubic inches
per lineal inch)) would constitute the bead 632 left after
shrinkage of the flap-like feature 630.
[0122] As alluded to above, the shrinkage of the flap-
like feature 630, which creates the bead 632, or the like,
can be caused by the application of heat. In one example,
the flap-like feature 630 is exposed to sufficient heat to
raise its temperature above its heat set temperature,
which causes rapid and significant shrinkage of the flap-
like feature 630, so that it is transitioned into the bead
632, or the like. A short duration of heat application may
be sufficient to cause this shrinkage, for example be-
cause the thermal mass of the flap-like feature 630 of the
film substrate 112 is small compared to that of the flange
158 and body of the composite container 200.
[0123] The post-treating apparatus 510 (Fig. 10) can
include a downwardly open chamber that defines a cavity
that is open to and in receipt of the composite container

200 in the receptacle 514a while the receptacle 514a is
in the fourth position. The chamber of the post-treating
apparatus 510 can be in the form of an oven that includes
one or more heating elements, blowers or any other suit-
able mechanism for heating the composite container 200
in the receptacle 514a. For example, the post-treating
apparatus 510 can operate such that the entire cavity of
the post-treating apparatus is heated to about the same
temperature, or the increased temperature may be di-
rected more specifically to the area where it is desired
(i.e., the flap-like feature 630), such as through the use
of one or more electromechanical, devices designed to
(and mounted for) blowing hot air at the targeted areas.
More specifically, each of the electromechanical devices
can include coils of wire, which have a high electric re-
sistivity and that heat rapidly as current flows through
them, a fan that blows ambient through the hot coils, and
a passageway through which the heated air is directed
to the targeted area. More generally these electrome-
chanical devices can be referred to as hot air guns. The
heating with the post-treating apparatus 510 can also or
alternatively be provided by way of gas flames.
[0124] As mentioned above, it may be desirable in
some situations for the entire portion of the microwave
interactive web 208 that includes the microwave interac-
tive material (e.g., the first and second microwave inter-
active elements 212, 214 of Figs. 4 and 14) to be securely
adhered to the previously formed container 150 such that
the flap-like feature 630 consist solely of the polymer film
substrate 112. On the other hand, in some situations the
flap-like feature 630 can include a thin layer of microwave
interactive material that tends to absorb microwave en-
ergy, thereby generating heat when exposed to micro-
wave energy. For example, the microwave interactive
web 208 may be or include a MICRORITE® susceptor
available from Graphic Packaging International, Inc. (Ma-
rietta, Georgia), and the flap-like feature 630 may include
a portion of this or another type of susceptor. When the
flap-like feature 630 includes a thin layer of microwave
interactive material that tends to absorb microwave en-
ergy, the post-treating apparatus 510 may be at least
generally in the form of a microwave oven, or the like, so
that the susceptor-like flap-like feature 630 shrinks to
form / transforms into the bead 632 in response to being
exposed to a short application of microwave energy. The
heating of the flap-like feature 630 that transforms it into
the bead 632 typically occurs prior to loading the com-
posite container 200 with contents such as food (not
shown).
[0125] Referring back to Fig. 10, after the composite
container 200 is post-treated at the fourth position, the
turntable 502 is rotated to the next position, so that the
receptacle 514a containing the composite container 200
is adjacent to the receiving apparatus 512. At this "fifth"
position, the composite container 200 is removed from
the receptacle 514a and stacked in a nested configura-
tion for later use or otherwise prepared for further
processing. The receiving apparatus 512 can be any suit-
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able device for removing the composite container 200
from the turntable 502. For example, a pick-and-place
machine, such as described above, may be used. After
the turntable 502 comes to rest with the receptacle 514a
in the fifth position, the composite container 200 within
the receptacle 514a is grasped and removed from the
receptacle such as by the pick-and-place machine. It then
may be placed in a nested stack 634 that is processed
using any conventional devices or equipment. For in-
stance, the nested stack 634 may be manipulated by an
indexing conveyor system in which a counting device de-
tects that the stack 634 has reached the correct height
and quantity and signals the conveyor to move the fin-
ished stack 634 to another location for subsequent
processing or shipping. A new stack is started, and the
cycle repeats itself.
[0126] In another example, the receiving apparatus
512 can be an "up-stacking" mechanism located proxi-
mate the final position, in this example, the fifth position.
In this example, the finished composite container 200 is
pushed upward and out of the receptacle 514a and di-
rectly into the stack 634 that is being formed directly
above the receptacle 514a. As discussed immediately
above, when the stack 634 of composite containers 200
reaches the correct height and count, it is repositioned
and a new stack is started.
[0127] The operations described above with respect
primarily to the receptacle 514a are repeated numerous
times in a serial fashion for each of the receptacles 514a-
514e so that the manufacturing system 500 creates nu-
merous composite containers 200 in a serial fashion. As
one example, the computer processor, or the like, of the
central controller 516 can run / execute a software pro-
gram / one or more software modules that are affective
so that the central controller 516 is responsive to and/or
respectively provides signals over the signal communi-
cation paths of the manufacturing system 500 with re-
spect to local controllers of the manufacturing system to
control and coordinate the operations of the manufactur-
ing system. Those of ordinary skill in the art will be able
to provide suitable hardware and software for these pur-
poses. Whereas the overall control of the manufacturing
system 500 is described above as being dominated by
electronic hardware and software, or the like, at least
some of the overall control system of the manufacturing
system 500 can alternatively include one or more of me-
chanical or pneumatic control systems, or any other type
of suitable control systems.
[0128] One of the numerous advantages of the man-
ufacturing system 500 and associated methods of the
present invention is that they can provide flexibility in the
manufacture of composite containers. As one example
of this flexibility, a multi-compartment container with more
than one cavity (e.g., a container with one or more interior
walls or dividers that separate the cavities / food items
or multiple servings of a particular food item) can have
different types of microwave interactive webs respective-
ly mounted in its cavities, with the mounting of each of

the webs in its respective cavity being carried out gen-
erally as described above. For example and referring to
Fig. 10, there could be two or more of the installing ap-
paratuses 508 that are side by side at the third position.
Alternatively, multi-compartment containers could be
supplied to the manufacturing system 500 two or more
times, with the manufacturing system reconfigured ac-
cordingly for the first and subsequent passes through the
manufacturing system, so that the different cavities of a
container respectively have microwave interactive webs
mounted therein during the container’s passes through
the manufacturing system.
[0129] As one specific example, Fig. 26 is a schematic
top plan view of a multi-compartment composite contain-
er 640 in accordance with a version of a second exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention. The second
embodiment is like the first embodiment, except for var-
iations noted and variations that will be apparent to those
of ordinary skill in the art. For example, the multi-com-
partment composite container 640 is like the above-dis-
cussed composite containers, except that it includes an
upright barrier 642 (e.g., a middle wall), or the like, so
that the multi-compartment composite container includes
two cavities that are side by side. As schematically shown
in Fig. 26, a first cavity 644 of the two cavities has mount-
ed therein a microwave interactive web 208 of the type
discussed above with reference to Figs. 4 and 14, where-
as the second cavity 646 of the two cavities has mounted
therein a microwave interactive web 308 of the type dis-
cussed above with reference to Fig. 8. Accordingly, the
microwave interactive web 208 in the first cavity 644 may
be distinct from the microwave interactive web 308 in the
second cavity 646. Alternatively, the microwave interac-
tive web 208 in the first cavity 644 may be similar to or
the same as the microwave interactive web 308 in the
second cavity 646. In accordance with an alternative em-
bodiment that is not illustrated in the drawings, the mi-
crowave interactive webs 208, 308 that are distinct from
one another are positioned in the same cavity.
[0130] In the embodiment of Fig. 26, each of the mi-
crowave interactive webs 208, 308 may be mounted in
its respective cavity 644, 646 at least generally as dis-
cussed above for the first embodiment of the present
invention, such that the microwave interactive webs of
the multi-compartment composite container 640 are typ-
ically not directly connected to one another. In addition,
any of the microwave interactive webs disclosed herein
can be substituted for the microwave interactive webs
shown mounted in the first and second cavities 644, 646,
and either of the first and second cavities may not have
any microwave interactive web mounted therein, such
that a wide variety of combinations are possible. Although
the first and second cavities 644, 646 are about the same
size in Fig. 26, they can be differently sized and there
can be more than two cavities in the same multi-com-
partment composite container. That is, a variety of differ-
ently shaped multi-compartment containers, with differ-
ent numbers of cavities and different microwave interac-
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tive webs, are within the scope of the present invention.
[0131] In accordance with a second version of the sec-
ond embodiment, the microwave interactive webs 648,
650 schematically shown in Figs. 27 and 28 are respec-
tively substituted for the microwave interactive webs 208,
308 mounted in the first and second cavities 644, 646 of
the multi-compartment composite container 640 of Fig.
26 to create a different multi-compartment composite
container. In accordance with the second version of the
second embodiment, the preformed multi-compartment
composite container is formed from polyethylene tereph-
thalate, for example coextruded polyethylene terephtha-
late, and the microwave interactive webs are a patterned
foil film (7Pm (7 micron) thick aluminum on 12.192 Pm
(48 gauge) PET). In the second multi-compartment com-
posite container, the cavity having the microwave inter-
active web 648 of Fig. 27 mounted therein can be char-
acterized as a first compartment, and in one example
meatloaf (not shown) or another meat product is con-
tained in the first compartment. The cavity having the
microwave interactive web 650 of Fig. 28 mounted there-
in can be characterized as a second compartment, and
in one example potatoes or other vegetables are con-
tained in the second compartment.
[0132] In the foregoing, the preformed containers (e.g.,
preformed container 150 of Fig. 3) were originally and
more generally referred to as preformed supports. The
preformed supports may, in isolation, not be in the form
of containers (e.g., they may include holes, or other open-
ings such that the containers are not formed until the
preformed supports and the microwave interactive webs
are mounted together. In one example, the microwave
interactive webs comprise a "shrink film", and an exem-
plary method includes overlying a preformed support with
the microwave interactive web, and activating the web
(i.e., the shrink film) to create a uniform, tight seal be-
tween the microwave interactive web and the support,
and thereby create a container (e.g., a composite con-
tainer or a multi-compartment composite container that
is at least generally as described above).
[0133] A third exemplary embodiment of the present
invention is like the first embodiment and/or second em-
bodiment, except for variations noted and variations that
will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art. Fig.
29 is a schematic, partially cross-sectioned view of a
forming tool 660 associated with a vacuum pump 664,
or the like, in accordance with the third exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention. As generally shown
in Fig. 29, the face of the forming tool 660 of the third
embodiment is shaped at least generally like the face of
the forming tool 550 of the first embodiment, except that
the forming tool 660 further includes vacuum ports 662
to which a partial vacuum is supplied by way of a chamber
within the forming tool 660 and the vacuum pump 664,
or the like. As shown in Fig. 29, the vacuum pump 664
draws air from the internal chamber of the forming tool
660 that is in communication with the vacuum ports 662.
[0134] In accordance with the third embodiment, any

of the above-discussed microwave interactive webs,
such as the microwave interactive web 208 of Fig. 14,
can be placed over or otherwise associated with the face
of the forming tool 600 while the partial vacuum is pro-
vided to the face of the forming tool. For example, Fig.
30 shows the microwave interactive web 208 drawn to
the face of the forming tool by the partial vacuum supplied
to the face of the forming tool, so that the microwave
interactive web is conformed to the shape of the face of
the forming tool to create a three-dimensional microwave
interactive structure 666. Fig. 31 is a schematic, isolated
perspective view of the three-dimensional microwave in-
teractive structure 666 of Fig. 30. As apparent from Figs.
30 and 31, the forming tool 660 extends into and shapes
the cavity of the three-dimensional microwave interactive
structure 666. The three-dimensional microwave inter-
active structure 666 includes a base 668 as well as walls
670 and corners 672 that together extend around the
cavity of the three-dimensional microwave interactive
structure. The walls 670 and corners 672 extend oblique-
ly / outwardly from the base 668.
[0135] In one acceptable example of a first version of
the third embodiment, the composite container 200 of
Fig. 4, or a composite construct that is at least generally
like the composite container 200 of Fig. 4, is formed by
mounting (e.g., adhering) the preformed container 150
of Fig. 3 to the three-dimensional microwave interactive
structure 666 while the three-dimensional microwave in-
teractive structure is held to the face of the forming tool
660. As one option, the microwave interactive web 208
/ three-dimensional microwave interactive structure 666
may have a heat seal coating or other adhesive applied
to the surface thereof that is facing away from the forming
tool 660. More generally, the adhering can be facilitated
by an adhesive material, heat seal coating, thermal bond-
ing, ultrasonic bonding, or any other suitable technique.
The forming tool 660 may be heated if needed or desired,
for example, to activate a heat seal coating used to mount
the preformed container 150 to the three-dimensional mi-
crowave interactive structure 666.
[0136] In one example of a second version of the third
embodiment, a composite container 200’ (Fig. 34) that
is like the composite container 200 of Fig. 4, except for
variations noted and variations that will be apparent to
those of ordinary skill in the art. The composite container
200’ is formed through the use of a modified microwave
interactive web 208’ and three-dimensional microwave
interactive structure 666’ that are respectively like the
above-discussed microwave interactive web 208 and
three-dimensional microwave interactive structure 666
of the first version of the third embodiment except for
having slits or other physical apertures 674 extending
completely therethrough, as shown in Fig. 32. The aper-
tures 674 are sufficient in number and/or arrangement
so that the partial vacuum at the face of the forming tool
660 both draws the microwave interactive web 208’ and
the three-dimensional microwave interactive structure
666’ to the face of the forming tool 660 and causes a
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partial vacuum to be present at the face of the three-
dimensional microwave interactive structure 666’ that
faces away from the face of the forming tool 660. The
microwave interactive web 208’ / three-dimensional mi-
crowave interactive structure 666’ may have a heat seal
coating or other adhesive material on its side that faces
away from the forming tool 660.
[0137] As schematically shown in Fig. 33, a polymer
sheet 676, for example, a sheet of polyester or coextrud-
ed polyethylene terephthalate, is placed over the micro-
wave interactive web 208’ / three-dimensional micro-
wave interactive structure 666’. Typically the polymer
sheet 676 will be heated to a sufficient degree (or other-
wise processed) so that it is sufficiently flexible so that
the partial vacuum draws the polymer sheet toward the
three-dimensional microwave interactive structure 666’
and forms the polymer sheet 676 into the desired shape.
In doing so, the polymer sheet 676 and the three-dimen-
sional microwave interactive structure 666’ are joined
with the heal seal coating or adhesive, or by any other
acceptable means, to form the composite container 200’
schematically shown in Fig. 34. Typically after the poly-
mer sheet 676 has been adhered to the three-dimension-
al microwave interactive structure 666’ and conformed
to the shape of the forming tool 660, the polymer sheet
is allowed to cool enough (or is otherwise processed) so
that it becomes sufficiently rigid to remain in the shape
it has adopted from the forming tool. Then, the composite
container 200’ is removed from the forming tool 660, so
that the next three-dimensional microwave interactive
structure 666’ and composite container 200’ can be
formed thereon.
[0138] It is also within the scope of the present inven-
tion for the composite containers (including the multi-
compartment composite containers) to have the micro-
wave interactive webs respectively mounted to the exte-
rior surfaces (instead of the interior surfaces) of the cor-
responding supports (e.g., preformed containers).
[0139] It will be understood by those skilled in the art
that while the present invention has been discussed
above with reference to exemplary embodiments and ex-
amples of versions of the embodiments, various addi-
tions, modifications and changes can be made thereto
without departing from the scope of the invention as set
forth in the following claims.

Claims

1. A construct (200, 300, 400, 640) comprising:

a container (150) and a microwave interactive
web (208, 308, 408) mounted to the container
(150), wherein the web (208, 308, 408) compris-
es microwave interactive material (212, 214,
230, 312, 314, 412, 414), wherein
the container (150) includes a curved interior
corner (156) that is at least partially defined by

a substantially smooth, curved surface of the
container (150), characterized in that
the web (208, 308, 408) comprises a plurality of
pleats (226, 302, 402) that are positioned in and
extend along the curved interior corner (156) of
the container (150), so that the pleats (226, 302,
402) extend across the substantially smooth,
curved surface of the container (150).

2. The construct according to claim 1, wherein the con-
tainer (150) consists essentially of polymeric mate-
rial.

3. The construct according to claim 1, wherein the con-
tainer (150) comprises a vacuum thermal-formed
container (150).

4. The construct according to claim 1, wherein the web
(208, 308, 408) includes a peripheral edge that com-
prises a bead (632).

5. The construct according to claim 1, wherein:

the container (150) includes a base (152) and a
plurality of side walls (154),
wherein the plurality of side walls (154)

(a) extends upwardly from the base (152),
and
(b) extends at least partially around and at
least partially defines a cavity of the con-
tainer (150);

the web (208, 308, 408) is positioned in the cav-
ity and at least partially covers the base (152)
and at least one side wall (154) of the side walls
(154); and
the web (208, 308, 408) includes a metallic
shielding element that
at least partially covers the side wall (154) and
the curved interior corner (156) of the container
(150), and
has a thickness within a range of from about
7,239 Pm to about 1,27 mm.

6. The construct according to claim 1, wherein:

the container (150) includes a base (152) and a
plurality of side walls (154) that extends upward-
ly from the base (152);
the plurality of side walls (154) extend at least
partially around and at least partially defines a
cavity of the container (150); and
the web (208, 308, 408) is positioned in the cav-
ity and at least partially covers the base (152)
and each of the side walls (154).

7. The construct according to claim 1, wherein the web
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(208, 308, 408) being mounted to the container (150)
comprises:

the web (208, 308, 408) being adhered to the
container (150).

8. The construct according to claim 1, wherein:

the web (208, 308, 408) is a first web (208, 308,
408);
the construct further comprises a second web
(208, 308, 408) that is microwave interactive and
mounted to the container (150); and
the first and second web (208, 308, 408) are
distinct from one another.

9. The construct (640) according to claim 1, wherein:

the container includes a plurality of compart-
ments; and
the web (208, 308) is in a first compartment of
the plurality of compartments.

10. The construct (640) according to claim 9, wherein:

the web (208, 308) is a first web (208, 308);
the construct (640) further comprises a second
web (208, 308) that is microwave interactive and
mounted in a second compartment of the plu-
rality of compartments ; and
the first and second webs (208, 308) are distinct
from one another.

11. The construct according to claim 1, wherein the mi-
crowave interactive material (212, 312, 412) extends
at least partially around a cavity of the container
(150), so that the microwave interactive material
(212, 312, 412) is positioned in and extends along
the curved interior corner (156) of the container
(150).

12. The construct according to claim 11, wherein the mi-
crowave interactive material (212, 312, 412) extends
substantially all the way around the cavity of the con-
tainer (150).

13. The construct according to claim 11, wherein the mi-
crowave interactive material (212, 312, 412), which
extends at least partially around a cavity of the con-
tainer (150), has a thickness within a range of from
about 7,239 Pm to about 1,27 mm.

14. A method of making a construct that includes micro-
wave interactive material (212, 214, 230, 312, 314,
412, 414), the method comprising:

providing a container (150) that defines at least
one cavity, and mounting a microwave interac-

tive web (208, 308, 408) to the container (150)
after the providing of the container (150), where-
by the container (150) is a preformed container
(150), and wherein the web (208, 308, 408) com-
prises a microwave interactive material (212,
214, 230, 312, 314, 412, 414), wherein
the container (150) includes an curved interior
corner (156) that is at least partially defined by
a substantially smooth, curved surface of the
container (150), characterized in that
the method comprises forming a plurality of
pleats (226, 302, 402) in the web (208, 308, 408)
so that the plurality of pleats (226, 302, 402) are
positioned in and extend along the curved inte-
rior corner (156) of the container (150), so that
the pleats (226, 302, 402) extend across the
substantially smooth, curved surface of the con-
tainer (150), and
the forming of the plurality of pleats (226, 302,
402) in the web (208, 308, 408) comprises draw-
ing the web (208, 308, 408) across features
(574, 576) that are separate from the container
(150) and are configured for initiating the forma-
tion of the pleats (226, 302, 402).

15. The method according to claim 14, further compris-
ing heating at least a flap-like edge portion (630) of
the web (208, 308, 408) to transform the flap-like
edge portion (630) of the web (208, 308, 408) into a
bead (632), wherein the heating occurs after the
mounting and prior to placing food in a cavity of the
construct.

16. The method according to claim 14, wherein the
mounting of the web (208, 308, 408) to the container
(150) comprises mounting the web (208, 308, 408)
within the cavity of the container (150).

17. The method according to claim 16, comprising cut-
ting the web (208, 308, 408) with a laser (582) after
the mounting of the web (208, 308, 408) within the
cavity of the container (150).

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein the cut-
ting of the web (208, 308, 408) with the laser (582)
comprises directing a laser beam (580) through an
opening of the container (150).

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein the
mounting of the web (208, 308, 408) comprises:

reconfiguring the web (208, 308, 408) from a
first configuration to a second configuration,
wherein the web (208, 308, 408) extends at least
partially around and at least partially defines a
cavity in the second configuration.

20. The method according to claim 19, wherein the
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mounting of the web (208, 308, 408) comprises:

mounting the web (208, 308, 408) to the con-
tainer (150) while the web (208, 308, 408) is in
the second configuration.

21. The method according to claim 20, wherein the
reconfiguring of the web (208, 308, 408) from the
first configuration to the second configuration occurs
prior to the web (208, 308, 408) being introduced
into the cavity of the container (150).

22. The construct (200, 300, 400, 640) according to
claim 1, wherein the web (208, 308, 408) is visible
in a top view of a cavity of the construct (200, 300,
400, 640).

23. The construct (200, 300, 400, 640) according to
claim 1, wherein the web (208, 308, 408) comprises
a polymer film (216), and the microwave interactive
material (212, 214, 230, 312, 314, 412, 414) is po-
sitioned between the polymer film (216) and the con-
tainer (150).

24. The construct according to claim 23, wherein the mi-
crowave interactive material (212, 214, 230, 312,
314, 412, 414) comprises:

a first microwave interactive element (212, 312,
412) on a side wall (154) of the container (150),
and
a second microwave interactive element (214,
230, 314, 414) on a base wall of the container
(150), wherein the second microwave interac-
tive element (214, 230, 314, 414) differs from
the first microwave interactive element (212,
312, 412).

25. The construct according to claim 24, wherein:

the a first microwave interactive element (212,
312, 412) is a metallic shielding element that
has a thickness within a range of from about
7,239 Pm to about 1,27 mm; and
the second microwave interactive element (214,
230, 314, 414) comprises a set of microwave
interactive segments (214, 314, 414) that are
spaced apart from one another and configured
for directing microwave energy.

26. The construct (200, 300, 400, 640) according to
claim 1, wherein:

the container (150) includes a base (152), a plu-
rality of side walls (154) extending upwardly from
the base, and a flange (158) extending outward-
ly from upper edges of the side walls (154); and
an uppermost edge of the web (208, 3 08, 408)

is positioned below an uppermost surface of the
flange (158).

Patentansprüche

1. Gebilde (200, 300, 400, 640), umfassend:

einen Behälter (150) und eine mikrowelleninter-
aktive Bahn (208, 308, 408), die an dem Behäl-
ter (150) angebracht ist, wobei die Bahn (208,
308, 408) mikrowelleninteraktives Material
(212, 214, 230, 312, 314, 412, 414) umfasst,
wobei
der Behälter (150) eine gekrümmte Innenecke
(156) enthält, die zumindest teilweise durch eine
im Wesentlichen glatte, gekrümmte Oberfläche
des Behälters (150) definiert ist, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass
die Bahn (208, 308, 408) mehrere Falten (226,
302, 402) umfasst, die derart in der gekrümmten
Innenecke (156) des Behälters (150) angeord-
net sind und daran entlang verlaufen, dass die
Falten (226, 302, 402) über die im Wesentlichen
glatte, gekrümmte Oberfläche des Behälters
(150) verlaufen.

2. Gebilde nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Behälter (150)
im Wesentlichen aus Polymermaterial besteht.

3. Gebilde nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Behälter (150)
einen vakuumgeformten Behälter (150) umfasst.

4. Gebilde nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Bahn (208, 308,
408) eine Umfangskante enthält, die eine Wulst
(632) umfasst.

5. Gebilde nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

der Behälter (150) eine Grundfläche (152) und
mehrere Seitenwände (154) enthält,
wobei die mehreren Seitenwände (154)

(a) von der Grundfläche (152) nach oben
verlaufen; und
(b) zumindest teilweise ringsherum verlau-
fen und zumindest teilweise einen Hohl-
raum des Behälters (150) definieren;

die Bahn (208, 308, 408) in dem Hohlraum an-
geordnet ist und die Grundfläche (152) und zu-
mindest eine Seitenwand (154) der Seitenwän-
de (154) zumindest teilweise abdeckt; und
die Bahn (208, 308, 408) ein metallisches Ab-
schirmelement enthält, das
die Seitenwand (154) und die gekrümmte Innen-
ecke (156) des Behälters (150) zumindest teil-
weise abdeckt und
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eine Stärke in einem Bereich von ungefähr 7,23
Pm bis ungefähr 1,27 mm aufweist.

6. Gebilde nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

der Behälter (150) eine Grundfläche (152) und
mehrere Seitenwände (154) enthält, die von der
Grundfläche (152) nach oben verlaufen;
die mehreren Seitenwände (154) zumindest teil-
weise ringsherum verlaufen und zumindest teil-
weise einen Hohlraum des Behälters (150) de-
finieren; und
die Bahn (208, 308, 408) in dem Hohlraum an-
geordnet ist und die Grundfläche (152) und jede
der Seitenwände (154) zumindest teilweise ab-
deckt.

7. Gebilde nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Bahn (208, 308,
408), die an dem Behälter (150) angebracht ist, um-
fasst:

die Bahn (208, 308, 408), die an dem Behälter
(150) anhaftet.

8. Gebilde nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

die Bahn (208, 308, 408) eine erste Bahn (208,
308, 408) ist;
das Gebilde ferner eine zweite Bahn (208, 308,
408) umfasst, die mikrowelleninteraktiv ist und
an dem Behälter (150) angebracht ist; und
sich die erste und zweite Bahn (208, 308, 408)
voneinander unterscheiden.

9. Gebilde (640) nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

der Behälter mehrere Abteilungen enthält; und
die Bahn (208, 308, 408) in einer ersten Abtei-
lung der mehreren Abteilungen ist.

10. Gebilde (640) nach Anspruch 9, wobei:

die Bahn (208, 308) eine erste Bahn (208, 308)
ist;
das Gebilde (640) ferner eine zweite Bahn (208,
308) umfasst, die mikrowelleninteraktiv ist und
in einer zweiten Abteilung der mehreren Abtei-
lungen angebracht ist; und
sich die erste und zweite Bahn (208, 308) von-
einander unterscheiden.

11. Gebilde nach Anspruch 1, wobei das mikrowellen-
interaktive Material (212, 312, 412) derart zumindest
teilweise um einen Hohlraum des Behälters (150)
verläuft, dass das mikrowelleninteraktive Material
(212, 312, 412) in der gekrümmten Innenecke (156)
des Behälters (150) angeordnet ist und daran ent-
lang verläuft.

12. Gebilde nach Anspruch 11, wobei das mikrowellen-
interaktive Material (212, 312, 412) im Wesentlichen
vollständig um den Hohlraum des Behälters (150)
verläuft.

13. Gebilde nach Anspruch 11, wobei das mikrowellen-
interaktive Material (212, 312, 412), das zumindest
teilweise um einen Hohlraum des Behälters (150)
verläuft, eine Stärke in einem Bereich von ungefähr
7,23 Pm bis ungefähr 1,27 mm aufweist.

14. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Gebildes, das mi-
krowelleninteraktives Material (212, 214, 230, 312,
314, 412, 414) enthält, das Verfahren umfassend:

Bereitstellen eines Behälters (150), der zumin-
dest einen Hohlraum definiert, und Anbringen
einer mikrowelleninteraktiven Bahn (208, 308,
408) an dem Behälter (150) nach dem Bereit-
stellen des Behälters (150), wobei der Behälter
(150) ein vorgeformter Behälter (150) ist, und
wobei die Bahn (208, 308, 408) ein mikrowel-
leninteraktives Material (212, 214, 230, 312,
314, 412, 414) umfasst, wobei
der Behälter (150) eine gekrümmte Innenecke
(156) enthält, die zumindest teilweise durch eine
im Wesentlichen glatte, gekrümmte Oberfläche
des Behälters (150) definiert ist, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren derartiges
Ausbilden von mehreren Falten (226, 302, 402)
in der Bahn (208, 308, 408) umfasst, dass die
mehreren Falten (226, 302, 402) in der ge-
krümmten Innenecke (156) des Behälters (150)
angeordnet sind und daran entlang verlaufen,
sodass die Falten (226, 302, 402) über die im
Wesentlichen glatte, gekrümmte Oberfläche
des Behälters (150) verlaufen, und
das Ausbilden der mehreren Falten (226, 302,
402) in der Bahn (208, 308, 408) das Ziehen der
Bahn (208, 308, 408) über Merkmale (574, 576)
umfasst, die von dem Behälter (150) getrennt
sind und zum Einleiten der Ausbildung der Fal-
ten (226, 302, 402) konfiguriert sind.

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 14, ferner umfassend das
Erhitzen von zumindest einem klappenartigen Kan-
tenabschnitt (630) der Bahn (208, 308, 408) zum
Umgestalten des klappenartigen Kantenabschnitts
(630) der Bahn (208, 308, 408) in eine Wulst (632),
wobei das Erhitzen nach dem Anbringen und vor
dem Anordnen von Lebensmitteln in einem Hohl-
raum des Gebildes erfolgt.

16. Verfahren nach Anspruch 14, wobei das Anbringen
der Bahn (208, 308, 408) an dem Behälter (150) das
Anbringen der Bahn (208, 308, 408) innerhalb des
Hohlraums des Behälters (150) umfasst.
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17. Verfahren nach Anspruch 16, umfassend das
Schneiden der Bahn (208, 308, 408) mit einem Laser
(582) nach dem Anbringen der Bahn (208, 308, 408)
innerhalb des Hohlraums des Behälters (150).

18. Verfahren nach Anspruch 17, wobei das Schneiden
der Bahn (208, 308, 408) mit dem Laser (582) das
Leiten eines Laserstrahls (580) durch eine Öffnung
des Behälters (150) umfasst.

19. Verfahren nach Anspruch 18, wobei das Anbringen
der Bahn (208, 308, 408) umfasst:

Rekonfigurieren der Bahn (208, 308, 408) von
einer ersten Konfiguration in eine zweite Konfi-
guration, wobei die Bahn (208, 308, 408) zumin-
dest teilweise ringsherum verläuft und zumin-
dest teilweise einen Hohlraum in der zweiten
Konfiguration definiert.

20. Verfahren nach Anspruch 19, wobei das Anbringen
der Bahn (208, 308, 408) umfasst:

Anbringen der Bahn (208, 308, 408) an dem Be-
hälter (150), während die Bahn (208, 308, 408)
in der zweiten Konfiguration ist.

21. Verfahren nach Anspruch 20, wobei das Rekonfigu-
rieren der Bahn (208, 308, 408) von der ersten Kon-
figuration in die zweite Konfiguration erfolgt, bevor
die Bahn (208, 308, 408) in den Hohlraum des Be-
hälters (150) eingeführt wird.

22. Gebilde (200, 300, 400, 640) nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei die Bahn (208, 308, 408) in einer Draufsicht eines
Hohlraums des Gebildes (200, 300, 400, 640) sicht-
bar ist.

23. Gebilde (200, 300, 400, 640) nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei die Bahn (208, 308, 408) eine Polymerfolie (216)
umfasst und das mikrowelleninteraktive Material
(212, 214, 230, 312, 314, 412, 414) zwischen der
Polymerfolie (216) und dem Behälter (150) angeord-
net ist.

24. Gebilde nach Anspruch 23, wobei das mikrowellen-
interaktive Material (212, 214, 230, 312, 314, 412,
414) umfasst:

ein erstes mikrowelleninteraktives Element
(212, 312, 412) auf einer Seitenwand (154) des
Behälters (150) und
ein zweites mikrowelleninteraktives Element
(214, 230, 314, 414) auf einer Grundflächen-
wand des Behälters (150), wobei sich das zweite
mikrowelleninteraktive Element (214, 230, 314,
414) von dem ersten mikrowelleninteraktiven
Element (212, 312, 412) unterscheidet.

25. Gebilde nach Anspruch 24, wobei:

das erste mikrowelleninteraktive Element (212,
312, 412) ein metallisches Abschirmelement ist,
das eine Stärke in einem Bereich von ungefähr
7,23 Pm bis ungefähr 1,27 mm aufweist, und
das zweite mikrowelleninteraktive Element
(214, 230, 314, 414) einen Satz mikrowellenin-
teraktiver Segmente (214, 314, 414) umfasst,
die voneinander beabstandet sind und zum Lei-
ten von Mikrowellenenergie konfiguriert sind.

26. Gebilde (200, 300, 400, 640) nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei:

der Behälter (150) eine Grundfläche (152), meh-
rere Seitenwände (154), die von der Grundflä-
che nach oben verlaufen, und einen Flansch
(158) enthält, der von Oberkanten der Seiten-
wände (154) nach außen verläuft; und
eine oberste Kante der Bahn (208, 308, 408)
unter einer obersten Fläche des Flanschs (158)
angeordnet ist.

Revendications

1. Construction (200, 300, 400, 640) comprenant :

un récipient (150) et une toile interactive avec
les micro-ondes (208, 308, 408) montée sur le
récipient (150), dans lequel la toile (208, 308,
408) comprend un matériau interactif avec les
micro-ondes (212, 214, 230, 312, 314, 412,
414), dans laquelle
le récipient (150) comprend un coin intérieur in-
curvé (156) qui est au moins partiellement défini
par une surface lisse incurvée du récipient (150),
caractérisée en ce que
la toile (208, 308, 408) comprend une pluralité
de plis (226, 302, 402) qui sont positionnés dans
le coin intérieur incurvé (156) du récipient (150)
et s’étendent le long de celui-ci, de façon à ce
que les plis (226, 302, 402) s’étendent à travers
la surface essentiellement lisse et incurvée du
récipient (150).

2. Construction selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
le récipient (150) est essentiellement un matériau
polymère.

3. Construction selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
le récipient (150) comprend un récipient sous vide
thermoformé (150).

4. Construction selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
la toile (208, 308, 408) a un bord périphérique qui
comprend un boudin (632).
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5. Construction selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
le récipient (150) comprend une base (152) et une
pluralité de parois latérales (154), dans lequel la plu-
ralité de parois latérales (154)

(a) s’étend vers le haut depuis la base (152), et
(b) s’étend au moins partiellement autour et dé-
finit au moins partiellement une cavité du réci-
pient (150) ;

la toile (208, 308, 408) est positionnée dans la cavité
et couvre au moins partiellement la base (152) et au
moins une paroi latérale (154) des parois latérales
(154) ; et
la toile (208, 308, 408) comprend un élément de blin-
dage métallique qui
couvre au moins partiellement la paroi latérale (154)
et le coin intérieur incurvé (156) du récipient (150), et
présente une épaisseur allant d’environ 7,239 Pm à
environ 1,27 mm.

6. Construction selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
le récipient (150) comprend une base (152) et une
pluralité de parois latérales (154) qui s’étendent vers
le haut depuis la base (152) ;
la pluralité de parois latérales (154) s’étend au moins
partiellement autour et définit au moins partiellement
une cavité du récipient (150) ; et
la toile (208, 308, 408) est positionnée dans la cavité
et couvre au moins partiellement la base (152) et
chacune des parois latérales (154)

7. Construction selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
la toile (208, 308, 408) montée sur le récipient (150)
comprend :

la toile (208, 308, 408) collée sur le récipient
(150).

8. Construction selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
la toile (208, 308, 408) est une première toile (208,
308, 408) ;
la construction comprend en outre une deuxième toi-
le (208, 308, 408) qui est interactive avec les micro-
ondes et montée sur le récipient (150) ; et
les première et deuxième toile (208, 308, 408) sont
distinctes l’une de l’autre.

9. Construction (640) selon la revendication 1, dans
laquelle :

le récipient comprend une pluralité de
compartiments ; et
la toile (208, 308) est dans un premier compar-
timent de la pluralité de compartiments.

10. Construction (640) selon la revendication 9, dans
laquelle :

la toile (208, 308) est une première toile (208,
308) ;
la construction comprend en outre une deuxiè-
me toile (208, 308) qui est interactive avec les
micro-ondes et montée dans un deuxième com-
partiment de la pluralité de compartiments ; et
les première et deuxième toile (208, 308) sont
distinctes l’un de l’autre.

11. Construction selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
le matériau interactif avec les micro-ondes (212, 312,
412) s’étend au moins partiellement autour d’une ca-
vité du récipient (150), de façon à ce que le matériau
interactif avec les micro-ondes (212, 312, 412) soit
positionné dans le coin intérieur incurvé (156) du ré-
cipient (150) et s’étende le long de celui-ci.

12. Construction selon la revendication 11, dans laquel-
le le matériau interactif avec les micro-ondes (212,
312, 412) s’étend essentiellement tout autour de la
cavité du récipient (150).

13. Construction selon la revendication 11, dans laquel-
le le matériau interactif avec les micro-ondes (212,
312, 412) qui s’étend au moins partiellement autour
d’une cavité du récipient (150), présente une épais-
seur allant d’environ 7,239 Pm à environ 1,27 mm.

14. Procédé de fabrication d’une construction qui com-
prend un matériau interactif avec les micro-ondes
(212, 214, 230, 312, 314, 412, 414), le procédé
comprenant :

la fourniture d’un récipient (150) qui définit au
moins une cavité, et le montage d’une toile in-
teractive avec les micro-ondes (208, 308, 408)
sur le récipient (150) après la fourniture du ré-
cipient (150), dans lequel le récipient (150) est
un récipient préformé (150), et dans lequel la
toile (208, 308, 408) comprend un matériau in-
teractif avec les micro-ondes (212, 214, 230,
312, 314, 412, 414), dans lequel
le récipient (150) comprend un coin intérieur in-
curvé (156) qui est au moins partiellement défini
par une surface lisse incurvée du récipient (150),
caractérisé en ce que
le procédé comprend la formation d’une pluralité
de plis (226, 302, 402) dans la toile (208, 308,
408) de façon à ce que la pluralité de plis (226,
302, 402) soient positionnés dans le coin inté-
rieur incurvé (156) du récipient (150) et s’éten-
dent le long de celui-ci, de façon à ce que les
plis (226, 302, 402) s’étendent à travers la sur-
face essentiellement lisse et incurvée du réci-
pient (150), et
la formation de la pluralité de plis (226, 302, 402)
dans la toile (208, 308, 408) comprend de tirer
la toile (208, 308, 408) à travers des formes (574,
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576) qui sont séparées du récipient (150) et con-
figurées pour débuter la formation des plis (226,
302, 402).

15. Procédé selon la revendication 14, comprenant en
outre le chauffage d’au moins une partie de bordure
semblable à un rabat (630) de la toile (208, 308, 408)
pour transformer la partie de bordure semblable à
un rabat (630) de la toile (208, 308, 408) en un boudin
(632), dans lequel le chauffage se produit après le
montage et avant le placement de nourriture dans
une cavité de la construction.

16. Procédé selon la revendication 14, dans lequel le
montage de la toile (208, 308, 408) sur le récipient
(150) comprend le montage de la toile (208, 308,
408) à l’intérieur de la cavité du récipient (150).

17. Procédé selon la revendication 16, comprenant le
découpage de la toile (208, 308, 408) avec un laser
(582) après le montage de la toile (208, 308, 408) à
l’intérieur de la cavité du récipient (150).

18. Procédé selon la revendication 17, dans lequel le
découpage de la toile (208, 308, 408) avec le laser
(582) comprend le fait de diriger un faisceau laser
(580) à travers une ouverture du récipient (150).

19. Procédé selon la revendication 18, dans lequel le
montage de la toile (208, 308, 408) comprend :

la reconfiguration de la toile (208, 308, 408) de-
puis une première configuration à une deuxième
configuration, dans laquelle la toile (208, 308,
408) s’étend au moins partiellement autour et
définit au moins partiellement une cavité dans
la deuxième configuration.

20. Procédé selon la revendication 19, dans lequel le
montage de la toile (208, 308, 408) comprend :

le montage de la toile (208, 308, 408) sur le ré-
cipient (150) alors que la toile (208, 308, 408)
est dans la deuxième configuration.

21. Procédé selon la revendication 20, dans lequel la
reconfiguration de la toile (208, 308, 408) depuis la
première configuration à la deuxième configuration
a lieu avant que la toile (208, 308, 408) ne soit intro-
duite dans la cavité du récipient (150).

22. Construction (200, 300, 400, 640) selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans laquelle la toile (208, 308, 408) est
visible dans une vue de dessus d’une cavité de la
construction (200, 300, 400, 640).

23. Construction (200, 300, 400, 640) selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans laquelle la toile (208, 308, 408) com-

prend un film polymère (216) et le matériau interactif
avec les micro-ondes (212, 214, 230, 312, 314, 412,
414) est positionné entre le film polymère (216) et le
récipient (150).

24. Construction selon la revendication 23, dans laquel-
le le matériau interactif avec les micro-ondes (212,
214, 230, 312, 314, 412, 414) comprend :

un premier élément interactif avec les micro-on-
des (212, 312, 412) sur une paroi latérale (154)
du récipient (150), et
un deuxième élément interactif avec les micro-
ondes (214, 230, 314, 414) sur une base du ré-
cipient (150), dans lequel le deuxième élément
interactif avec les micro-ondes (214, 230, 314,
414) diffère du premier élément interactif avec
les micro-ondes (212, 312, 412).

25. Construction selon la revendication 24, dans laquel-
le
le premier élément interactif avec les micro-ondes
(212, 312, 412) est un élément de blindage métalli-
que qui présente une épaisseur allant d’environ
7,239 Pm à environ 1,27 mm ;
et
le deuxième élément interactif avec les micro-ondes
(214, 230, 314, 414) comprend un jeu de segments
interactifs avec les micro-ondes (214, 314, 414) qui
sont espacés l’un de l’autre et configurés pour diriger
l’énergie micro-ondes.

26. Construction (200, 300, 400, 640) selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans laquelle
le récipient (150) comprend une base (152), une plu-
ralité de parois latérales (154) s’étendant vers le haut
depuis la base, et une bride (158) s’étendant exté-
rieurement depuis des bords supérieurs des parois
latérales (154) ; et
un bord le plus élevé de la toile (208, 308, 408) est
positionné sous une face la plus élevée de la bride
(158).
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